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I. Int:roduotion 
Probably one of the most popular of the grounds ot 
attack against Qbrist1an1t7 is the tact ~hat it 1a split 
into so ma~ sects and factions. flle sects 1n Chr1ate:ndom 
range the whole gamut trom extre• liberalism to extre• 
fanaticism. fllis sJ. tuation 1s certainly t20 ·.b@ deplored. 
not only because it gives an opening 
1
tor a't~aoka but 
especially because it 18 our Savior's wish that Christiana . ... 1 . -
be like-minded one to another. 
'There are a great •iv both 1n Christendom am outside 
ot Christendom l(bo seem to think that such divisions are 
to be tcnmd only in Chriat1an1tJ'. However. this is not 
at all the case. The same phenomenon 1s encountered also 
in other religions ot the world. 'l'his 1s especially true 
1n Mohammedanism. As a matter ot tact. Mt,bammed himself 
was astute enough to realize that his new-found rel1g1on 
would split up into lll8.D1' divisions. He is reported to 
have said: 
"Verily• 1t will happen to rq people even as 1t 
did to the ob11dren ot Israel. The children 
ot Israel were divided into se~enty-two sects 
and 111' people will b.e d1.v1ded .. 1nto s~venty-
three. Ever,: one of these sects Ifill go to 
hella except o~ sect."2 
st. .rohn 1a:21 
2 . 
N1shkata Book l:a Chap. 6a part 2a quoted by 8.11. Zwemer. 
Islam: A Challenge to Paith 1~1a -------...:.-..;._~~:a p • .;rr. 
2 
The number of sects. hoHever. far exceeds the 
number that Mohammed predicted. Some ·Moslem scholars 
have prepared lists of the sects ot Mohammedanism so that 
they number exactly seventy-three~ But thay are hard 
pressed to scale the actual number down to that sum. 
Actually. the sects of Islam ou~number the Christian 
sects. Sheikh Abd ul Kader stated that there were 
one hundred and fifty Mohammedan sects. Most of these 
believe thet or all the seota only they have the correct 
way of salvation. There 1s much hatred. bloodshed and 
bitterness among them.1 
What gave rise to all these divisions? Lammena wrote 
that the sects in Moha1nmedaniam .are not a result of 
doctrinal differences as they are in Christianity. 
but that political differences gave birth to the 
heresies and schisma.2 The jealousy and rivalry 
of Mohanuned 1s own tamily.•was ~he cause of the 
first great split.3 At the death or the prophet , 
there was one great question left unsolved: \fho shald 
the successor ot itohammed be as leader of Islam? As we 
shall later see in greater deta11. the struggles tor the 
s.w. Zwemer • .2l!.• cit. p. 136. 
2 -
H. Lammens. Islam Belie.fa and Institutions. p. 141. 
3 
Zwemer. on. cit. p. 136. --
3 
caliphate were the chief reason tor many ot the divisions. 
There is another reason why mny or the sects came 
into being. The Koran, which is the chief source or 
Mohammedan doctrine, is totally devoid or any system. 
It is a collection ot stories, exhortations, denunciations, 
etc. Such a holy book was good enough ror the simple Arab 
folk or Mohammed' a day. But when Islam traveled to other 
countries and encountered Christianity with a fully 
itrmed system or doctrine, and also when it encountered 
the older Brahmanio and Zoroastrian thought, people ot 
Islmu began to aslc questions and express doubts. Then, 
too, newly won converts in maey cases were_ not ·ready to 
accept all or the M,alem teachings and some were ready 
to dispute orthodox Moslem belief. Thus, differences 
or opinion caused cut and dried d!visions in Islam.1 
Zwemer, .21?,• -9.!l•, p. 135. 
4 
II. 'l'he Sunnis or Orthodox Seat 
Detore any sort or an investigation into the seats 
of Mohammedanism can be made., it 1s necessary to lm.ow 
something of orthodox Moslem belief. 11or this reason., 
a brief statement of orthodox Moslem belief is made in 
this section of the paper before any of the seats are 
considered. 
'l'he orthodox seat ot the Moslems is called the 
"Sunnis" • . 'l'hia sect far out-numbers the others., number-
ing 150 million out or 235 million.1 T'aeir name 1s 
derived from the word "Surma" which means "path" or 
the traditional practice or Mohammed. The Sunna is 
composed qt the deeds, sayings, observances, and 
even the unspoken approval ot Mohammed as set dmm 
in the 11lladith11 or tro.dit1oraa. Thus, the Sunnis are 
those who do not deviate f'rom the doctrine and practice 
of Moharamed. Great stress is ls.id on the words ot Mohamm!d 
who is reported to have said that all those who tire ot his 
Sunna do not belong to him.2 Hence., it can be readily seen 
that the Sunnis are toes or all innovations. 
'l'he Sunna rose to such great importance quite naturally. 
While Mohammed was alive., all problems and difficulties were 
seU2.ed by him. Upon his death., however, there was no one 
"Islam'' in Enoyeloped1a Bl'1tann1ca., 14th ed., XII, p. 709. 
2 
"sunna" in Houtsma., Enoycl01>edia ot Islam., IV., p. 555. 
5 
to take up this task. The Koran was the recognized 
authority, but it was toUl'ld to be inadequate tor solving 
all the problems arising in daily lite among the early 
Moslems. For instance, the Koran enjoins prayer, but 
nowhere does it state how often the Moslem is to pray. 
It asdumes that these details are already regulated by 
the prophet's example.1 . 
The Sunna, then, is' detinitely a source ot 
doctrine in Islam. Not only is the Sunna ot Mohanumd 
held as valid but the sunna of the companions is like-
wise valid tor the orthodox believers. The companions 
are those who visited the prophet and gained advice 
and favor from him. Agreement ot these companions 
is considered infallible. Sometimes the Sunrm ot 
the immediate followers of the companions are also 
considered inf'allible.2 
It has already been stated that the Sunrm is derived 
from the Hadith. The Hadith consists of notes and obser-
vations written in the first century A.H. These notes 
concern the actions and teachings of Mohammed and his 
companions, and include all sorts of minute details. 
They record how Mohammed performed his prayers and ab-
lutions, how he ate and dressed, and even the way he 
H. I.A.JDlllens, ~• ~•· P• 67 • 
2 
B. LAmmens, ~• ~• P• 68. 
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behaved at home and in public. It goes so far as to 
give the items in his wardl'obe and the arransements 
of his rooms.1 All these traditions have been collected 
and they form. together with the commentaries on the 
traditions. an enormous library. 
This mass or material-was hastily collected and 
set down meticulously. Ruch was borrowed from the Old ,. 
Testament• the Mew Testament and the Talmud. Whole 
quotations were often lifted from these sources.2 
From this mass of detail it was a simple matter 
for people to emphasize those sections ot the Hadt th 
\'Jhich su1 ted their purpose. l·lhen the various sect, 
/ 
arose they were quick to utilize the traditions 
which suited them and to disregard the others. 
To the Koran and the summ. the orthodox Moslems 
have added a third authority or bads or doctrine. This 
third authority is called Ijma•. which is the justifica-
tion of practice and belief by universal consent. Some 
of the practices and beliefs that have been justified 
in this manner are not consistent with tile Koran or 
Hadith. As a n.atter ot tact. many ot the beliefs 
falling under Ijma 1 had their origin in pre-Islamic 
times .. and found their way into Islam by the path or 
Lanmens. on. cit. P• 70. 
2 .;:;.. -




conve~ts. Moslem scholars have seen the difficulties 
of permitting Ijma.1 as an authority and have sought to 
make the consent more par_ticular. As a result,. some 
Sunnis recognize only the I3ma1 or the teachers and 
doctors of Islam,. while others seek to narrow it down 
still more by asserti:ng that only the I3ma' ot the people 
l 
living in the city of ' l-ledina is valid. 
'l'he fourth basis or authority ot the Sunnis is 
"Qiyas" or analogy. This authority is the process 
or 3ustitying a belief ma a pra~tice on the grourd 
ot something similar but not the same as items that 
are found in the Itoran,. the Surma or I3ma'. Originally 
this authority seems to have been instituted as a check 
on private opinion. The institution of this authority 
caused another difficulty,. however. '!'hat difficulty 
is the question where the line should be drawn. 
Endless analogies could be drawn from the other 
three authoritieo with full 3ustification. Individuals 
anxious to spread their own ideas could easily find a 
basis tor them. 'l'heretore,. Moslem theologians,. 
realizing the difficulty,. have sought to draw 
the line for the Qiyas somewhere. Some have said 
that the authority is valid only when there is a "material 
"Islam" in Encyclopedia Britannica, op. cit. p. 710. 
t'.l<ITZLAFP MEMORIAL I.JBltAf{ ~ 
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similarity •, while others go so tar as to say that it 
is valid 11' the s1m1larity is one of cause or motive 
as well.l 
At .different times duri:ng the h1stor1' ot Islam 
there have been different theological schools amo:ng 
the Sunni M<>slems. All but f'our ot these theological 
schools have died out.2 These theological schcds are 
not sects, though they have been called sects b1' some 
Islamic scholars. The1' agree in principle on all 
essentials, but have disputes on unimportant 
tri v:tili ties • For example, the1' argue over questions 
as: should one first wash the elbow or ltrist before 
prayer? Should a oat be permitted to enter a mosque? 
Each or these sohools· has its special place at the Kaaba 
in Mecoa~3 All four or those still in existence are 
represented at Al Azhar, the great Mc,hamr.iedan 
4 university at Cairo. 
The Hanifite school, the first one of the 
tour, holds sway in central Asia, northern Imia, 
and in Turkey.5 The school was f'oumed b1' Abu Banifa 
Ibid. 
,2-
"Fikh" in Houtsma, Encyclopedia or Islam, op. cit. p. 104. 
3 
Zwemer, nn. cit. p. 138. 
4 -,;;. -
"Pikh" in Houtsma, .!m.• .9.!!_. P• 104. 
5 
Zwemer, S!.• ~. p. 137. 
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who at one time was a slave but arose .from his humble 
origin to become a scholar.1 Be attached very little 
importance to tradition am placed the emphasis on 
his own judgment.2 It is doubtful whether Abu 
Han1fa himself' ever wrote anythi1:1g. However, his 
disciples did, and down to this day they teach the 
same doctrines that Abu Han1fa set do\'ln. 
The second theological school of the Sunnis is 
the Shafi11te school, founded by al-Shafi11 who was 
born about 150 A.H.3 He sought to lay down rules tor . . 
Qiyas or analogy so that the doctrine would not be 
abused. The adherents ot this school are predominant 
in southern Arabia., Malay Archipelago, and in eastern 
Atrica.4 
T~ third great school of Jloslem theologians was 
founded 'Y Ma.lilt b. Anas who is .frequently called simply 
"Imam ot Medina. 115 He probably lived about the year 90 
A.H. J.lan1' legendo have sprung up about his lite., such 
as the one which asserts that he spent three years in 
his mother's womb.6 'l'his teacher of theology gave more 
prominence to the practice in Medina at his time than he 
"Abu Banita", Houtsma, on. cit. p. 90. 
2 _.. -
"Islam"., EncJOlopedia Britarm:lca, op. cit. p. 709 •. 
3 
11Al-Shati11" in Houtsma, on. cit. III., 2, p. 205. 4 .:&.-
"Al-Shaf'i1i" in Houtsma, .!!E.• cit. p. 253. 
5 -
"Malik b. Anas., '' Houtsma, op. cit. p. 205. 
6 
"Malik b. Anas," Houtsma, .22,. .ill• p. 206. 
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did to the Hadith, especially where the two dif'fered. 
B~ believed in using privai;e .1udgment to a large extent.1 
The fourth and last theological school of the Sunnis 
1s the Hanbalite school which is the strictest or the 
tour schools.2 This school was founded by Ibn Hanbal 
who was born in 164 A.H. am was a disciple of 
al-Shai'i'i.3 Ibn Hanbal wanted to derive all laws 
from traditional sources wherever possible and believed 
that private .1udgment should be used only at a minimum. 
His em..ohasis was always on the authority of the Ha(lith., 
and he went so far as to claim validity for traditions 
which had very little substantiation. He also taught 
that Icfma' was not a basis for Islamic doctrine.4 
The Hanbalites fought bitter hand-to-hand battles 
with the Shafi I i tes in the firth and sixth centlll•iLes. 5 
The Hanbalit.es are confined to central and eastern 
Arabia.6 
The Sunni Moslems have a very high estimate ot 
their founder·., MohaD111ed. J:ndeed., their estimtik>n .. 
of him is much higher and they ascribe greater works 
and a~tributes to him than Mohammed ever claimed tor 
"Malik b • Anas" , Houtsma, _gp_. -2.!1 • p. 208. 
2 
Zwem~r, .21!.• ill• p. 138. 
~Ahmed", Houtsma, on. cit. p. 188. 4 .:..-
"Ahmed , :iroutsma, .!?R.• cit. p. 189. 
5 . -11al-Sha111i", Houtsma, on. cit. p. 253 ■ 
6 .:.. -
Zwemer, 9R.• ill• p. 138. 
• 
:l.l 
himself". 1'he Koran gives us a good 1q,ress1on ot what 
Mohammed thought himsel.1" to be. 
"Mohammed is but an apostle. • • 
nl 
" ••• a man trom amongst yourse~ves., to warn . 
you., and that ye my tee. . • '' 
11 
••• believe then in God., and His apastles., 
the ill'iterate prophet., ••• "3 
From these passages it ts evident that Mohammed 
thought ot himseli' as an ordimry man sent by God. 
He claimed no divine a~tributes. When he was 
challenged to prove his apostleship by the performance 
of miracles., he admitted that he could do no miracles 
but pointed .to the Koran as proof ot bis apostleship.4 
As a matter of" tact., in the K~an Mohammed is di,rected 
a number of times to ask forgiveness from God., as for 
example., in aura 48:2. Ard yet., the Sunnis claim that 
he was einlessi that he had superhuman power which 
e:nabled him to peri'orm JDal'l1' miracles., and they 
claim even that he was pre-uistent., having existed 
. . 
before the creation ot the world in the f~rm ot the 
"light of" Mohammed. 115 As will be pointed out belo1t., 
Note: All references and quotations of the Koran are from 




Sura 7:158. See also 7:156. 
4 
R.E. Hwne., 'l'he World's Living Religions., P• 219. 
5 . 
BUme • ,2E.. .!3:!. p. 220. 
12 
this phenomenon is not unique in Mohammedanism. MaJl1' 
extrav8.l!,ant claims are made for certain individuals 
even though the claims have no foumation on facts. 
'l'he orthodox Moslems have six cardinal beliefs 
which are binding on every Moslem. 'l'he fil's and 
~ost important of these beliefs is the doctr~ne that 
there is but one God., Allah. 'l'h1B doctrine !'orris the 
first half of the Moslem creed and is the main teaching 
or the Koran. Allah has seven important characteris'b-ica. 
He 13 absolutely un1tal'7., all-seeii,g, all-hearing, all-
speaking., all-knowing, all-willing, and all-powerf'ul.1 
Love, kindness, mercy and like attributes are 11ot ,,. 
deemed ~s essential to Allah., if, indeed., they 
are attributed. to him at a11.· Tne average 
Sunni Mohammedan thinks of his God as an· oriental 
despot whose will is law ~nd who pre-determines a~l 
things. Jiume swuma.rize:. the attributes of Allah vel'T 
aptly when he says that Allah is represented as an "Ara;b 
sheilch glorified and magnified to cosmic proportions. 112 
Salvation depends simply on submission to the will of' 
this despot. 
Allah has ninety-nine different names which are 
zealously repeated over anl over again on the Moslem 
Hume., on. cit. p. 223. 2 .;;.. __ 
Hume., .2E.•J.ll.• P• 225. 
13 
rosary. The most frequent of these names i s "Lord". 
Others are: '''l'he One, 11 "'l'he Mighty'' , "'l'he Powerful n, 
"The K1ng 11 , "The Compassionate", "The Merciful". He 
is also loving a:nd torgi v1:ng. But his love is very 
limited since he loves only those who do good and 
follow Mohammed.1 Hot only are hi~ love and forgiveness · 
exo lusi ve, but they are also arbitrary. He not only 
guides those he loves, but he misleads those whom he 
does not love.2 
However, says the Sunni Moslem, when all 1s said 
and done, the attributes of Ood are really unknowable.3 
As a result of the work of the al-Ohazzali, the great 
ph1losophe~ ot the Sunnis, the attributes of God are 
not above reason by oppo·aed to reason. Common sense, 
for insta:n.ce, ia looked upon as a human attribute, am 
the reverse is always expected .tram the deity. Ood 's 
. . 4 
ways, therefore,. are unpredictable am unknowable • 
• 
~e seoo:nd 1:JQPortan~. dootrinf! of the Sunnis is 
the 'doctrine of the Koran. It has already been stated 
above that this is the most iq>ortant authority of the 
Mohammedans since it 1s ~he revelation of Allah through 
the mouth or_ his Prophet, Mohammed. As part of this 
Hume, on. 'cit. p. 224. 
2 ~ -
Sura 13:33, 14:32. 
3 . 
T.J. Browne, The Prospects of Islam, p. 60. 
4 · 
zwemer, .2P.. ,g!t. p • 137. 
doctrine, the Sunnis believe that Allah JBs sent down 
various books to the people on earth among them being 
the ''Torah n or the Hebrews which Allah revealed to 
Moses, the Psalms which he revealed to David, the 
Evangel (InjiI) which was revealed to Jesus, and 
lastly the Koran, the most perfect or these revelations 
l which nullities the rest, was revealed to Mohammed. 
In the Koran the main speaker is Allah. Sometimes 
he is represented as speaking to Mohammed and sometimes 
as bidding Mohanmed to speak as the mouthpiece or God. . . 
The book is made up of 114 auras or chapters which 
together form a book slightly shorter than the Hew 
Testament. The auras are arr8J!Sed !n order according 
to their length, except tor the t1rst aura which 
serves as an introduction • . More than one hundred . 
passages ot the Kor~ refer to its excellence. 
Theolog:tana claim plenary inspiration, verbal 
intallibil-i ty, and selt-att~sting . truth fbr :tt. 2 
Traditional Arabic beliefs and tolk-lore· can 
be found in t~e ·Koran. Some elements originally 
may have been Zoroastrian. MmV reterenoes to 
the persomand events ot the ·Old Testament are 
made and there are also ma.111" allusions to the Hew 
Testament and ~o Christianity in genera1.3 
Hume 1 .21?,;• ·01 t • p. 226. 
2 .-
HUme, .!!J?_. oi t • P.• 222. 
3 -
Hume. st. .2ll.. P• 221. 
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The third o~inal.dootrino ot the orthodox Moalems 
is their belief in angels. Acool'ding to the 4on~rine., 
there are thl'ee'ditterent types o~ k:l.nds or spiritual 
.be1:nge: angels., jinn., and devils. Bellet in these 
beings 1s not merely theory., but it is a practical 
l 
belief which touches the ev~ryda7 _life of the Sul'inis. 
The angels are numerous., their chief w~r~ being inter-
. . . 
cession with Allah tor the forgiveness or men.2 There 
are to'Ul' aro~ngels. Gabriel reveals the truth, Michael 
is the protector of the Jews., Israt1l who will sou_nd the 
tr~et on the last day., am Is;ail is the angel or death.3· 
Eight angels support the throne of.Allah while nineteen 
4 -
guard hell. The angels also assist in the punishment ·. . . 
of. the .non~Moslems at the Judgment.5 
The jinn EWe eith~r gQod or evil. They are a 
group ut spirits midway between men and ~els., 
some of who_m have beoame Moslems.6 Solomon is 
·the lord of the jinn., who are mortal and able 
to propogat·e. One ot these Jinn was expelled 
fro~ the Garden of Eden when he refused to prostrate 
hi"8eli'l>etore Adam.at God's commam.7 This Jinr} became 




Zwemer, on. cit. p. 88 
4 ~ -
Hume, on. cit. p. 225. 
5 ~ - . 
zwemer, on. cit. p 88. 
6 ~ -
Suras -46 al1d 72. 7 . 
Sura 7:10-17·. 
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the devil whose proper name is Azaz11. Be is surrounded 
and served by his satanic hosts .• 1 
Belief 1n the prophets of Allah oonatitutea the 
fourth main doctrine .ot th~ Sunnis. The Moslems 
divide them into two main partsJ the lliajor prophets 
and the minor prophets. Adam., the choJ1en of G<>4., Noah., 
the preacher of God; Abraham., the friend of God., Moses, 
the spokesman of God; Jesus., the spirit of God; am 
Mohammed., the apostle ot Go~ are the major prophets 
wit h their specific titles.2 Twenty-two others 
mentioned in the Koran are minor prophets. Among 
t hese are Enoch., Ishmael., A8.l'on., John the Ba~tist., 
David and Solomon. Moslems aa7 they love all the 
prophets., but Mohammed is above them all.3 He is 
the l aet., "tlle ~ea1·· or the prophets whose way was 
prepared and who ,me attested to by all the prophets 
before him. Incidentally.., ·1t might be interesti?Jg to 
note tliat Alexander and Aesop are also considered as 
minor prophets., although 1n all fairness,· 1t should 
be stated that some Moslems doubt whether ~hey really 
were pr~phets. 4 
. , 
The firth great dootr1ne or the Sunnis is the · 
belief in judgment. Tbis doctrine w1 th 1 ts horrible 
Ibid. 
·2-





and vivid descriptions occupies much space in the Koran. 
Moalems believe in a literal resurrection ot the body 
from a living principle which is situated in the 
sacral bone.1 Paradise, a place or sensual pleasures., 
awiits those who have been pious believers during their 
lifetime. More than twenty passages !n the Ko~an refer 
to the gardens., tlowins rivers., luxurious .f'ood, and other 
sensual pleasures in paradise. Wine and beautiful Eidens 
abound there. According to al-Ghazzali the believer in 
paradise will Jllallry five .hundred houris., tour thousand 
virgins., and eight thousand d1vor~ed women.2 In this 
com1ection Ghazzali quotes .the words, "!t·h •.ngs which 
eye saw not and which did not enter the heart of man!"3 
Hell is the everlasting place for the wicked., i.e . ., 
those who did not believe in the tenets of Mohammedanism. . .,,. ... .. ., 
-It 1s ·a place or eternal tire, terribly hot, where the 
evil-doers broil and roast and where serpents and 
scorpions sting their victims. IJ:Che d:rink r£ the i:nhab-
i tants of hell is described as being liquid pus! 
..... 
The doctrine or the pre-determination ot all things 
forms the sixth article of Moslem faith. This is the 
"keystone" ot the whole structure or Mohammed~niem.4 
The Koran sets forth this doctrine in the f'ollowi:ng 
Hume, .22• cit. p. 227. 
2 -
Zwemer, on. cit. p. 94. 
3 .:,c. -
zwemer., on. cit. P• 95. 4 .;::;.c. -
Ibid. -
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passages am in others muoh like them: 
"It is not for any soul to die, save .by God's 
permission written do~~ tor an appointed t1me.1 
Nought shalI\bei'all us save what God has Wl'itten 
do,m tor us .2 . 
This is the only philosophy ot orthodox Islam and has 
very .~iaas'trous ei'f'ects ontlle Moslems' daily life. 
This teaching resolves itself into pure fatalism. 
All freedom of will is denied. God wills both. good 
and evil. For this reason progress has been par$l.yzed 
and hope has died in Islam. The deadening intluence ot 
fatalism is felt in eveey Moslem land.3 
Along with the six cardinal doctrines ot Islam, there 
are five essential duties usually referred to as "pillar~,~• 
that evel"Y good Moslem must carry out. The first or. these 
duties is the daily repetition ot the Moslem Creed. "There 
is no God but Allah, am Mohammed 1:s the prophet ot Allah". 
This creed is not i'oum in the .ICora:n., but its two perts 
recur frequently. A repetition of tie creed is 
accepted as conversion to Islam. 
Prayer is the second piilai". The traditions 
decree that each believer must pray five times daily 
facing Mecca., the ·bi.rthplace of Mohammed and resting place 
of the Kaaba. The Moslem may pray wherever he happens to 
Sura 3:139 ■ 2 . 
Sura 2:51 
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be, but must be ceremonially clean. All sorts ot 
ablutions and motions are corineoted with these 
prayers which often do not amount to any more 
than a mechanical repetition of set prayers in 
a language not understood by the worshipper.1 . 
Almsgiving, the third p:f:llar ot orthodox Islam, 
is binding upon every believerJ sura 8:42 states, 
" •· . • and lmotf that whenever ye seize anything 
aR a spoil, to God belongs a fifth thereof, ·and 
to his apostle, and to kindred and orphans, and 
the ppor and the Hayt'arer. • • " Hot-rever, there 
is no set proportion of the Moslem's income to be 
given for alms in the Koran. Thus, the example ot 
the prophet is used .as the criterion. But there is 
much disagreewent as to what the rate Mohammed ~ave 
reelly was. One fortieth of the total income is about 
the usual rate.2- Almsgiving is also a requirement of 
all new converts. 
All Mohanunedans 8.l."e obligated to fast fr~m da\'fn 
to SUa"1.set every day during the month of Ramadan, the 
ninth o:f." the Moslem calendar. This fast is the fourth 
pillar . of Islam. Since the calendar is lunar, the 
month sometimes falls in the middle of swmner when the 
Zwemer, ,S?R.. s.!!?_. p • 104. 
2 
z,1emer, 9l!.• ~- p. 109. 
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heat is oppressive. Yet, even then the Moslem is to 
partake of no·tood or water durins the daylight hours. 
However., there 1s much tE.&st1ng and merrymaking at night. 
During his 11.fe-time the believer should make the 
"piigrimage to Mecca., tor this is the fifth duty ot the 
MoGlem. It is commanded in the Koran in aura 22:28 
and 3:91. The words ot the latter passage are., "There 
is due from man a pilgrimage to the House, for 
whosoever oan find his way there." It is permissable 
torn Moslem to fulfill this duty by hiring someone to 
make the i;1lgrima.ge to Mecca in his stead a.TJ.d perform 
all the ceremonies at the Kaaba s1.tch as kissing 1 t and 
cirounnbulating it seven t1mes.l 
So much tor the orthodox ta1 th ot the Sunnis. It 
shoulc be borne in mind that anong them there are many 
shades of str1.ctness and liberalism. There are those 
who say that some of the tenets stated above are not 
binding and should., in fact, be discarded in this 
modern day and age. Others vehemently d~nounce 
such liberalism and claim that only w~t was believed 
and practiced during the lifetime of Mohammed in Arabia 
is true orthodox Mohamm.edantsm. These are the two extremes. 
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III. Sects Arising trom Political D1tterences in 
Islam 
We have mentioned abQve the tact that the chief 
cause ot divisions in Islam was political. Most ot 
the sects., though not all., were brought into being 
because ot disputes over questions involvi~ the cal-
iphate. Some lmowledge of' the historical backgl'ound 
will he necessary to set the stage tor consideration 
ot the sects which have sprung up because ot political 
disputes. 
Even during•,.the lifetime ot Mohammed the Moslem 
community divided itself into parties. The line ot 
division between the par~ies was not very distinct 
as yet., but there was., nevertheless, a taint one. 
Probably the chief reason tor the existence of' these 
parties wm~he lmowledse that the prophet would not live 
forever and that the Moslem community would need a leader 
atter his death. lfho would be the successor? There were 
two men who had reasonable claims to succeed Mohammed. 
One was Abu Bakr who was an early conv~rt to the 
precepts ot Mohammed and who was respected by all 
who knew him tor his taithtuiness and so·iid ,judgment. 
-He became the chief' adviser and closest friend or the 
prophet. In addition to this., Aisha, the daughter or 
Abu Bakr became the favorite wif'e or Mohammed., an 
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occurrence which· etrengthened the claim of Abu Ba.kl' not 
a little. On the other hand, Ali was the closest blood 
relation ot the founder ot Islam. He was reputedly the 
first convert to Islam atter Khadijah, the first wif'e ot 
Mohananed, and what was even more important, Ali married 
Fatimab, the daughter of Mohammed. Mohammed himself had 
no living sons. However he had two tine grandsons, sons 
of Ali and Fat:tmah. Was it not natUl'al that the leadership 
of Islam should go to Ali, the nearest blood relation of 
Mohammed, and then descend to one ot his grandsons? 
There were a number ot ·incidents which aggravated 
the division between the two parties during the lite-time 
of Mohammed. One .incident especially is made much of by 
Islamic scholars. It was the habit ot Mohammed, so the 
story goes, to take along one ot his wives whenever he 
went on an extende~ trip. On one ot these trips, taken 
to put down a rebellion, he took along Aisha, the daughter 
ot Abu Bala-. She was carried on a covered liter in order 
to make the journey as pleasant as possible. ·The mission 
ot the journey was accomplished and on the way back the 
party camped tor the night. The next morning Aisha left 
her litte.r and walked out of sight into the desert to 
perform a natural function. When she ret\mned she 
found that her necklace was gone. She walked back 
to look tor it. During her absence the camp broke 
up, and the company began to move on. 'l'he litter bearers, 
seeing that Aisha had entered the litter the first time, 
23. 
thought she was still there, and they also moved on. When 
Aisha returned she found the oomplm1' gone without her. 
Knowing that someone would return tor her as soon as 
her absence was discovered, she lay down on the sand 
and fell asleep. Presently, she was awakened by a young 
Moslem w~o was not a part or the company. He brought .her 
back. But then the talk began. What was Aisha doing in 
the desert with the young Moslem? It was to Ali's 
advantage to discredit Aisha which would in turn 
discredit Abu Bakr. This caused a wider ritt between 
. 1 
the parties • Aisha hated Ali more than ever. 
At the death of Mohammed1 Abu Bakr became the ~irst 
cal~::,'>~• He was succeeded by Umar and uthman. The party 
or Ali" still sought its oppor~ty. Uthman, for various 
•. 
reasons, was an unpopular leader. He was asked to 
abdicate but refused to do so.! Finally, uthman was 
murdered at the instigation or· .the party ot Ali and 
others who were d·issatisi'ied with the bad rule or Uthman. 2 
Mu.ch to the displeasure _91' Aisha,Ali "becaae Cal~ph. She, . . 
under the pretext of avenging the death of Uthman, 
gathered an army and fought the forces ot Ali at the 
B::. ttle ot the Camei a~ lost the battle. _Ali ~reated 
her kindly atter her capture. 
E. Bey, Mohammed, PP• 230-31. 
2 
B. Abbott, Aisha, the Beloved or Mohammed, pp. 125ft. 
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During the ca_liphate ot Ali., Mualri18,h Abu Suryan., 
governor ot Syria., coveted the caliphate. He gathered 
.an army to tight Ali. Again Ali was victorious., but 
he came out second best in the negotiations. In 39 A.H. 
Al~ was Jll'Urdered by a fanatic am Abu Sutyan ascemed the 
throne. He was a member ot the hated 1Jmmayad 1'am1ly. 
Civil war raged tor forty years in Islam. During the 
war Hasan and Husain., sons ot Ali., !'ell at the hands 
or the Ummayads.1 
Ali's war with Abu Sutyan resulted in a schism. 
The d~fferences between t~e two men were entruad to 
~. 
t t10 ref ereea for settlement according to the Koran. 
Al1 1s army consented to this procedure except tor 
one segment that broke away because they rebelled 
a3ainst the idea ot human Judgment bei:ng placed above . . \ ,, 
the Koran. ' JUdgment belongs to God alone.," they said.~" 
. . . 
This segment left the army and withdrew to the village 
or Harura near K:uta. They called themselves the 
al-Burariya or al-Muhakld.ma., holding as their - . 
,chief' principle the phrase above. The Judgment 
of the two referees went against Ali. As a result 
' 
ot t~is., another larger segment broke away from Ali's 
·army and Joined the al-Hurariya. They later came to be 
known as Kharijit-es, i.e • ., ''Those who have sold their 
souls tor God's oause."3 
E. Bey, gJ!.• cit .• PP• 306·-8. 
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The collllllUD1ty ot the Kha:rijites became theoretically 
very democratic. They said that the leadership of Islam 
was not.:to be limited to any family or tribe., but that 
the caliph ihoulc2. be. elected by the believers from 
among the worthiest ot the Moslems. Even negroes should 
have a right to the caliphate., they said.1 This pronounce-
ment n.a against the popular belief that the caliph ha~ to 
come from the tribe of Xoreish., which was the tribe of 
Mohammed. 
Their democratic ideas at~racted many other 
adherents. Ra:ny dissatisfied people and even non-
Arabs 11ere among the number. The Kbal'icfites were 
extremely ta_natio. They plundered and murdered 
unmercifully. . EverJ'One who did not accept the opinions 
of the lQiarajites was branded as an infidel by them. Theil" 
fanaticism coupled nth growing numbers made them a force 
to be reckoned with. Ali became alarmed. He gathered his 
army to destroy them. He killed a mjority of them but 
not without heaVJ" losses ot his own number. But the 
reEinder of the Kharijites continued to kill and plum.er 
and it was one of their own number who finally assassinated 
Ali.2 
The Kharijites kept on plaJ'ing a big part in Islamic 
history., but we are :moxeconoerned· with their belief'~. All 
Lammena., on. cit. p. 141. 
2 .:.c. -
11 • ff 4 JCharijites ., Jm.• .211• p. 90 • 
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of' them agree that anyone who. has the necessary .moral am 
religious qualli'icationa can be a caliph. Hence, they 
say that only the ca:li_phatea of Abu Bakr and Umar were 
valid al'Jd only part or the caliphates ot uthman am 
Ali were valid. 'lbey p119cla1m tha~ besides those, 
only their own leaders have been legitimate caliphs. 
Their ~eement on the doctrine or the caliphate, ~owever, 
seemo to be virtually the only thing on which they do· 
l agree. They have never had true military, political, 
or doctrinal unity. Some authorities claim that the 
ICharijite .sect 1s divided into .no less than twenty 
sects, while others assert that there is only one 
sect but many ditf'erenoes of' bel:tei' in that one sect. 
The !Chal'ijites greatly str~ss the doctrine of 
salvation by works •. Morally they are very strict, 
refusing to call anyone who has committed a mortal 
"' sin a believer. one group ot the Khar131tes says that. 
one who has become an infidel by committing a mortal sin 
can neve re-enter the faith and should be killed along 
with -his wife and children. They regard all Moslems 
other than themselves as apostates and3,tstif7 the 
principle of religious 'murder. 
They are, however, very tolerant to Christians 
and Jews. Some lthari.jite,s regard all who will say, "Allah 
Ibid. -
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1s God and Mohammed is his prophet to the Arabs., but not 
to us" on an equal plane with themselves. Some ot them 
go so ta:r as to state that Allah trill reveal a new 
Koran to the Persians and that he will tound a 
religion tor them as d1Vine as Christianity, JUdaism 
and Islam.1 
The Xhar1.fite seat reverences the Koran but this 
has not stopped them from deleting aura XII from it because 
oi its worldly nature which could not possibly come from 
Allah. They refuse also .to admit that the Koran is 
uncreated. They deny that Mohammed intercedes tor 
the believersJ they denounce the cult ot saints in 
Islam and pilgrimages to their tombs. 
also the Sufi fratern1t1es.2 
The denounce 
The Abadites or Ibaditea, a branch of Khar1J1tes, 
have developed especially among the -Berbers~ and this sect 
has become a mtional one with them. 'l'hey- a:re also found 
in Oman in Arabia. The.. A ~dites resent being called 
heretics by the Sunnis. They claim that they alone of 
all the many Moslem sects have the right to salvation. 
They believe that Allah pardons venial but not mo1'tal sins 
unless they a:re blotted o~t by repentance. They further 
beiieve that 2i is their duty ard the duty-of every ~oslem 
to en.join good and reprove evil at e~ery opportunity. 




Lammens, .!2• ~- p. 1Jf.2. 
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This sect recognizes the Koran and Had.1th but rejects 
Qiyas and Ijma•.1 
Except tor these general principles, not much is 
known about t~e1r bel1ers.2 '!hey kee,p their beliefs 
jealously and do not mix with the orthodox. Marriage 
with them is a rare exception and f'rowned upon by the 
cormnumty. These practices Eke them a homogeneous 
group easily distinguished trom the Sunnis ot north 
Africa by their behavior, character, and tendencies. 
The Abadites in Arabia have split into several sects 
among which are the llaf's1Ja,, Harith1ya, and Yazidiya.3 
'!'hose in north Africa have split up into the Nakharites, 
Khal1'1tes, and Nafathites.4 
The great political question of Islam, "Who should 
be the successor ot Mohammed?" eventually caused a lal'ger_ 
schism than that ot the Khal'ijites. 
not die out after he was mm~ered. 
The P8l"'~Y' ot Ali did 
on the cor,~rary, it 
became more aggressive and the split became· wider a:nd 
wider until it solidified into the Shiah sect. 
'!'he Shiah sec·t, or the Shi' i tea, lay great em,Phasis 
on a tradition that when Mohammed was returning from his 
farewell pi~riEge to Mecca, he stopped at the place 
called Ghadir Khum, and tllere announced that he wanted 
Ali, his son-in-law am cousin, to be his successor. 
"Abadites" in Boutsma, on. cit. p. l. 
2 ~-
"Khal'ijites" in Boutsma, on. cit. P• 904. 3 ,....._ 
"al-Ibadiya.11 in Boutama, on. cit. P• 350. 
4 . .:.I. -
·"Abadites" in Houtsma, .22• .ill.• P• l. 
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The precise words ot Mohammed are reported to be: "Whoever 
recognizes me as his master, 11111 know Ali as his master. nl 
• That this really did happen is entirely possible. 2 
Furthermore, though it is generally conceded that 
Mohammed died in .the Bl'm& ot his beloved Aisha, the 
Sh1 1ites have another tradition which gives 
prominence to Fatimah and Ali d~ing the last 
moments of the prophet. The tradition is ascribed 
to Ali and is recorded by several Shi'ite authorities. 
It states that: Mollammed died with Ali and Fatimah 
ministering to him and sorrowi:r,a over him. At that .. 
time the dying prophet !a said to have predicted that 
Fatimah would be first to follow him to the grave.3 
Later during the caltphate of uthman an it1nerent 
preacher by the name ot Abd .Allah ibn Saba achieved some 
prominence. He took a leading part in the oon.spirac7 in 
tavor ot Ali. Among other thi:ngs he taught that the 
first three caliphs were usurpers, that ever-y prophet 
had a "wasi" or executor, am that Ali was the 
executor of Mohammed. He further preached that 
"the divine Sp1r1t,wh1ch dwells in eveey prophet 
and passes successivel7 from one to another, was 
transferred at Mohammed's death to Ali, and from 
D.M. Donaldson, 'l'he Shi'ite Religion, p. 1. 
2 
Donaldson, on. oit. P• 3. 3 .:..-
Donaldson, .21!.• !J.!• P• 8-9. 
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Ali into his descendants who succeeded him in the 
Imamate (oaliphate). 111 
These teaohizgs took hold among some of the 
party of Ali and were expanded by them. 
During succeeding years many legends sprung 
up about Ali. They extolled his might a:nd bravery 
111 battle and recorded glorious teats. which he 
performed. According to these legems Ali was also 
mis}lty with tlie pen. and. among other writings. helped 
formulate the f'1rst gralllJllal'· in Arabic. Another of his 
literary accomplishments 1s said to be a secret book. 
which contained all the lmowledge of' the prophets. 
of' the representatives of the prophets. al'Jd of' the 
scholars. or Israel. This book was lef't in the hands 
or hia suocesso~s to the Ima.mate who continually 
referred to it tor aid and counsel.2 
The Sh1 1ites turth~r teach that when Mohammed 
took his trip through heaven. Jesus. Moses and Abraham 
all inquired about the health or Ali6 and that they 
congratulated Mohammed on having picked such a tine 
successor. They Shi 1ites also state that the prophet 
once said. "There is no God but God6 Mohammed is the 
Apostle of God., and Ali ibn Abu Talib is the commander 
of' the.Faithtul. 113 
Donaldson; .2J!.• cit. p. 42. 
2 -
Donaldson. .21!.• cit. 
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P• 48-g. 
Donaldson. ,S!E.• ill• P• 53. 
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Thus the Sh1 11tea have expanded and developed their 
doctrines. They have also grown in number so that this 
sect is now the.largest or the heterodox sects. S.N. 
Zwemer wrote that they number about twelve million. 
Lammens lists them as having seven million 
adherents in Iran., i'i ve million i11 I1~aq. It 
is the state religion of Iran (Persia).1 '!'heir 
. 
subdivisions are also numerous though there iu dis-
agreement as to the ac '-:ua:l number or di visions among 
the Sh1 11tes. ZY.eraer states that there are thirty-two 
or them.,2 but Lammens states that there are about 
seventy- ~'Ub-oocto each a:n&.thematizing the others.3 
. . 
Be that ae 1t may, the differences among them are 
great and varied. The sect •consists largely of 
Persians who brought their old religious and 
political doctrines with them when converted 
to the new taith.4 
There are five fundamental doctrines in 
Shi'ite theology. These are: the unity or God, 
the justice or God, the authority ot the prophet., 
-the Imamate, and the Resurreotion~5 Of' these five 
doctrines ~nly one 1s not town in Swmi .theology. 
'l 
· Lammens., on. cit. p. 148. 
2 .;::;.. -
Zwemer., on. cit. p. 138. 
3 . ~ -
Lanunera., on. cit. P• 143. 
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This doctrine is tbe Imamate which forms the center ot 
·- shi 11 te theology am gets the most e~hasis from their 
th,ologians~ The doctrine ot the Ima.mate 1s a 
I 
development c£ the belief that Ali \fas the true 
successor or Mohammed and, therefore, the first 
caliph. The Shi' ites have expamed am added to 
the caliphate until now it is their most i~ortant 
doctrine. It gradually arose from the idea that in 
the house of Ali there was a particle ot divinity which 
passed on from generation to generation.1 Thus, the only 
true cal~p~s or Imams according to the Shi1ites are Ali 
and his descements. Following is a list of the twelve 












Ali, son-in-law of the prophet 
Al-Hasan, son of Ali 
Al-Husain, second son ot Ali . 
Ali, surmmed Zainu11-abidin, son ot Al-Husain 
MUhammad al-Bagir, son ot Zainu11-abidin 
Ja 1ter as-Sadiq, son ot Muhamned al-Bagir 
Musa al-Kazim, son or Ja'ter 
Ar-Reza, son of Musa 
fo!Uhammad at-'l'aqi, son.of Ar-Reaa 
A-li an-Nagi, son of Muhammad at Taqi 
Al-Hasan al- 1Asheri, son of Ali an-Haqi 
Muhammad, son ot Al-Hasan al-Asheri 
According to the Sh1 11tes the Imamo ere necessary 
for salvation for several reasons. They protect the 
believers !'l'om evil, they guard the law, restrain men 
from violence, oppression and disobedience. Imam is 
the instrument of God on earth through whom God causes 
zwemer, Am.•oss the World of Islam, p. 284. 
2 
Zwemer, 3!.• ~- P• 285. 
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his kindness to flow. The Imam is aiso the proof' ot God 
on earth.1 The Iznam, is perfect in all ti'dngs and entirely 
free .from sin.2 'l'he real origin of' thi·s bel_ief' is in the 
' Shi'ite interpretation ot the Koran, especially aura 21118. 
The Imams are mediators in the s~e way that Mohamm.,d is 
the mediator of modern orthodox Islam. They ~e 
-addressed in ~Tayer and the belief' is popular 
that there is no salv~tion outside of' the Imams.3 
'l'he doctrine of' the hidden Imam 1s &:lso comm.on 
among all orthodox Shi 11 tee • This doctrine was also 
a development am arose from the tact that the twelfth 
' Imam died without children. Seeing themselyes without 
a leader, the Sh1 11tes invented this doctrine,4 which 
states that the last Imam was a mysterious person who 
is immune to death. He disappeared in the year 365 A.H. 
and is believed to be still alive -am ruling the Shi'ite 
community by choosing various men from time to t1m,e to 
carry out his b_id<U,ng.5 
The hidden Imam wili come into the world again near 
the end of' ·time as the Mahdi, an eschatological individual 
that Mohammed said would come with good news in the .last 
Donaldson, .21!.• cit. p. 307. 
2 . -
Donaldson, on. cit. p. 314. 
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Donaldson, on. cit. p. 320. 
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daya.1 The Mahdi will usher in the ~olden days of :&slam. 
He· w111 rule over all Moslem ld.ngdo~ in right,ousness. 
·He ,µ11 be a real guide to men and make the lU-e ot all 
11 ving pleasant. Muq~ rain will tall during the Mahdi I a 
days. 'l'he conoensus ot opinion seems to. be that he will 
l"~le tor seven years and then die. 
Many .traditions .have been built arou:nd the figure 
of the twelfth Imam or Mahdi. Upon hi.a birth he is 
said to have spoken in fluent Arabic, ' Praise to God~ 
the Lord ot the Worlds, and salutation to Muhammad,and 
hi~ .family. 112 Angels instructed him trom birth. 
Apparen~ly, the eleventh Imam, the .father ot the 
Mahdi, died while the ~att.er was still young and 
a short time· later, the Mehdi himself died. 
Belief in the Mahdi has penetrated orthodox 
Sunni bel~et'but has not assumed great importance 
a~ is not considered an article ot taith.3 Some 
ot the Sunnis ~ay he will be the precursor to the 
end of .the world, .others claim that he will be the 
restorer ot Islam, and still others seem to identity 
him with the second coming ot Jesus, who will come 
again, marry, and raise a family-. Prom time to 
·. time self-styled Mahdis hav·e appeared a:nd have exhorted 
the people and succeeded only in causing unrest. 
'l'he Sh1 1ites have the Koran and the 0Akhbar" as 
Donaldson, on. cit. p. 226. 
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their authorities. '!'he Akhbar corresponds to the Hadith 
or the Sunnis and are tilled with Shi'ite traditions 
fully as extensive as the Badith. Their exegesis of 
the Koran i~ described by Lammens as being very often 
"puerile. · Their sole ob.feet in dealing with the Koran 
seems to be to:flnd grounds for belier in the doctrine of 
the Ima.mate. In order to do this, more easily they employ 
allegorical interpretation. Por example. the cow which 
is to be sacrificed is interpreted by the Shi 1ites to 
mean Aisha. the mortal enemy of Ali.1 
The Koran to the Shi 11tes is not the first or the 
best version. They assume variant readings and slip 
in 3losses. Mu.oh to the embarrassment of the Shi'ite 
theologians., Ali is not mentioned in the Koran. But by 
using allegorical interpretations and sometimes even doing 
violence to the text they try to substantiate Ali's claim ··· · 
and the doctrine ot the Imamate. 
'!'he Shi 1ites have some interesting ceremonies in 
connection W1 th their ,1orship. Some of these 
ceremonies are performed at the various shrines 
which the 8h1 11tes hold in high regard. One ot 
·the most important of these shrines is at lCerbala 
where Hasan and Husain fell in battle at the hands 
of the Umma78ds. Thousands or fai thtul Shi 11 tes m11ke 
pilgrimages to ICerbala every year. These pQople are in 
Lammens • .22.• ill• p. 153. 
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many oases old and weak, whose lite ambition is being 
realized. V1s1 t to this shrine guarantees the 
pilgrim certain priv1leg~s. Among these are 
assUl'anc~ that the root ot the pilgrim's houae 
will never f'all on his head, that he will never 
l 
be drowned, burned or inJured by wild beasts. 
All of Kerbala 1s sacred •. However, the area 
around the tomb of' Husain is especially sacred. This 
area 1s marked ott by chains. If' a!1y unbeliever steps 
upon this sacred ground, the penalty is death by mob 
violence. Olay 1s taken from the ground where 
Husain died and made into ro~ar1es. These 
rosaries consiat ot thirty-tou;tt beads. For 
each bead phrases such as ·ood is great·· or 
"Praise to God" ~e repeated. Traditions say 
that tour thousand angels surround the tomb weeping 
night a:nd day because of' the great tragedy that.befell 
him. Angels also go to meet the pilgrims who come to 
this tomb and they pardon the sins of the pilgrims tor 
the next tif'ty years.2 Sometimes additional years of 
lite are given to a particularly pious pilgrim to this 
spot. A pilgrimage to the tomb of' Husain 1s equal in 
merit to the total merits of one thousand pilgrimages to 
Mecca, one thousand martyrdoms, one thousand days or fast-
ing, and .or freeing one thousand slaves. In addition, the 
Donaldson, .22• cit. p. 88. 
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pilgrim :ts protected f'l'om evil spirits for a full yem:--. 
I~ the event that the pious ~ilgr1mr,dies Within a year, 
the angels will see to his beirlg buried. 
Many traditions and legems claim that angels began 
to prepare tor the burial ot Bu.sa1n a thousand years 
before his death. For that occasion they brought 
back sacred duet f'l'om Jerusalem to ICerbala. Then, 
too, according to these legends. the Virgin Mary mirac-
ulously came from Damascus to visit Jterbala and she bore 
Jesus on the very spot whe~e llusain was to be. buried. 
For a Shi 1ite to be buried within the sacred 
precincts is vcey efficacious, but costs at .least 
five hundred rupees • 'l'he bodi~s ar.e. placed in 
boxes and stacked up in -a vast UDdergrour¥1 cave .• 
No higher honor could come to a!JT Shi'ite than to 
1 
be buried there. 
In commemoration of the deaths ot JJa•an and Husain 
there is a Passion Play held by the Shi' i te·s on Aahura. 
the tenth day of 14uha.Z'l'am which is the day that sdme 
Shi1ites accept as being the day when 4dam and E,,e 
were created. A description of this Passion Play 
0
might be both inter~sting and enlightening.2 
'l'he prepara~ions tor this play go on for a week 
or more and include •singing, parading. and acting out 
the death of Mohammed... on the tenth ot Muharram the Play 
Donaldson, ;21!,• 9J!_. p. 94. 
2 . 
"'l'he Passion Play ot Islam" in 'l'he Moslem World, XXII. p.3. 
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actually begins. It is divided into two parts; the first 
,• 
is a dramatization or soenes that led up to the death ot 
the two patron saints. 'l'his part consists of many horses 
and camels, lavishly decorated. 'l'wo or the horses are 
riderless. 'l'heir masters, Hasan and Husain, have been 
slain in battle. The scenes move down the main street 
or the village until the second section comes along. This 
section consists or moUl'ners who tall into tour types: the 
chest beaters, chain beaters, head cutters, and mud 
throwers. These mourners try to share in the suffering 
which the saints have endured. Ee.oh mosque enters a 
group into each or the tour types ot mourners. Each 
group tries to outdo the other in 'inf'l1cting 
punislment upon themselves. Only men and boys 
take part in this play. 
I 
The chest beaters are so called because they 
strip to the waist and inf'lict punishment on themselves 
by slapping their hands against their chests. In time 
to the beating of' a drum, the tempo is increased so 
that they beat themselves faster and harder. The 
second twPe, the cllain beaters, beat their backs 
with chains. The chain is made by hand trom bale 
wire and weighs almost tour pounds. In time to the 
drum they sling the chain acr 0.1s one shoulder and then 
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the other. the chain striking their naked baoks. They do 
this harder and taster until their backs are purple and 
mangled. The most distressing of the f'our types are 
the head cutters. Each participant wears a long 
white apron hanging almost to the ground. These 
white aprons catch the blood from the outs which 
are self-1nf'licted with sha!tp two-edged knives or 
bayonets to the tempo or the drums. These men work . 
themselves into a frenzy. Some have to be stopped in 
order that they may not destroy· theli1Selves. Some taint 
- because ot loss of blood aJ1d ~veto be carried away. 
The mud ~~owera cover themsebres with mud and stratr 
and walk along weeping and wailing which moves the 
crowd to do likewise. '!'ears from these mourners are 
~Qllected in bottl~s because they believe them to be 
very efficacious 1n healing. 'l'he whole procession 
stops when the predetermined terminating point is 
reached and v.ersea from the Koran are then recited 
in unison. · '!'his Pa~sion Play always ends in some 
deaths and suffering trpm infected woJ,lnds. In some 
cities this Play has been outlawed. 
Faithful Sh1 1ites also make pilgrimages to the 
tomb ot Ali at lfa.jaf. It is written that whoever visits 
this tomb ot his own tree will, believing that Ali was 
the true Ima.ma will receive merit equal to one hundred 
JKl 
thousand martyrdoms. H~ traditions have also arisen 
about Najaf' including one .that Abraham am Isaac 
visited and lived there tor a t ~me, and that 
Abraham bought a valley near the town becauee 
l he knew that Ali would ·on~ ·day be buried there. 
The ethics of the Sh1 1ites are lower' than those 
of the Sunnis.2 '!'hey practice the doctrine or "kitman· 
or secrecy. 'l'he Hanifi te school of Sun:li theologians 
make legal a mental reservation where personal saf'ety 
or protection of one's relatives is involved. 'l'he 
Sh1 1ites go tar beyond the Ha~.11'ites in this., 
however. The Shi'ite not only feels it his privilege 
but his duty, to hide his rel:lgious beliets.3 Among his 
enemies he is entitled to speak and act as one ot them. 
In this connection it ~s perfectly proper tor him to 
bear false witness or co~t perjury. The Sh1 11tes 
claim that this type of religious deception was also 
practiced by Abraham., David., Moses, Jesus and 
Mohammed. This has a tremendous loweri:ng 
etf'ect on character. All sinoeri ty am honesty 
is undermined. A missionary among them says that · 
religious deceptions is as. common amo~ them as tea 
drinking and that it hinders the work of' missionaries 
very; gre~tly.4 
Donaldson., on. cit. pp·. SJi.-5. 
2 .:.c. -
Zwemer., .22• cit. p. 286. 
3 -
Lamm.ens., on. cit. p. 145. 
4 ~ -
Zwemer., .2P.• .!!!!• p. 286-7. 
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Part of their low ethical standard is due to the 
o us tom or temporary marriages. This is a wide-spread 
practice and Zwemer claims that it 1~ nothing but a 
cloak tor adultery. Their interpretation or aura 
2:2a2 is supposed to drag marr~age down into 
depths or licentiousness that is unmentionable 
but prevalent everywhere among the Shi 1ites. 
Since the Sh1 1ites are so slip-shod in their 
belief"s, one might be led to assume that they are 
more tolerant o~ other religions than the orthodox 
Mohammedans. But this is not the case. On the contrary., 
thcY, are markeuly more intolerant toward other religions 
than tho other sects. They follow a literal interpre-
tation ot the Koran which states that the 1n1'1del is 
unclean and that touchi'g him is a moral defilement. 
They refuse to eat rood from a ut~nsil touched by 
the iml.1dels or partake ot food t1hen one of' them 
has prepared it.1 They curse all enemies of Ali., 
that is., those who do not uphold his cause, even though 
they may be . .'i'riends o:r the prophet., Mohammed. 
Shi'ite doctrine has run ~ to all extre,nss. li'or 
example., in the eighteen-eh aentUI7 a school o:r Shi'ite 
theologians arose who believed that the bo~ of man was 
conv>osed of the nine heavena and the tour eleme~t.s. 
They regarded the J"Jnnms as creative forces working 
Lammens., .s?R.• ill• p. 154. 
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with Allah. In fact, aco0l'd111g to them, the twelve 
. 
Imams were the "ef1'ect1ve cause of creation" since 
they are the interpretera of God's will. The 
leader of these theologians was Sheildl Ahmed Ahsai 
who was declared to be a heretic when he was seventy-
1 
five rears old. At his death there was no successOl' 
until Mirza Ali Muhammad proclaimed himself the 11Babn 
01•g:i.te. This man and his claims will be discussed more 
fully belo\f ■ 
Many schisms have occurred in the Shiah sect. Among 
those who have br?ken ott .t'rom the Shi'itea are the 
Ismailis. This aect arose when the sixth of the 
Imarns of the Sh1 1ites died. The Shi 1ites accepted 
Musa al-Kazim as their seventh Imam., but a group 
contested this decision and claimed that Ismail 
t-1as the true seventh Imam. This was greatly disputed 
because Ismail either ·was diso,med by his father or 
death came to him before it came to his father.2 The 
group who held tllat Ismail was the true Imam broke away 
and became the Ismo.ilia or the ~Seveners" because they 
accept only seven Imams. 
This sect has had a l o Jg and -varied history. They 
would have sun.~ into obscurity 01! died out altogether 
if it were not for the fact. that the Carmathians seized 
Donaldson, on. cit. p. 359■ 
2 ;:&. -
Lammens, ~• s!.!!,■ P ■ 156. 
control over it. U'nder them the sect iul'ned into a 
receptacle tor all mlcontents. During the ninth 
and tenth centuries this sect engaged -in violent 
revolution which drenched SJria in blood am finally 
overthrew the Abbas1d Caliphate. 'l'hey ushered in the 
Fatimid ca_ft;phr:! who ruled from 287 to 549 A.H. 'l'hey 
became nothing more than a political party using their 
rel:igious doctrines tor a mask to hide their program 
of soo:!tl. revolution. 'l'hoy were in the habit ot using 
myateey and saientii"ic novelty as an attraction. Theil' 
book of' instruction was so mTanged that it was adapted 
to all sects o:a.'l, religions. But then the reaction set in. 
The reformation o1" the sect brought baak the doctrines or 
I smailism. 
A study of the little that is 'knol'ln about the1l' 
theology shot1s how far they are removed f'rom ori?hodox 
Islam. - Admission-into the sect. first ot all, is 
permitted only after initiation. 'l'hey carry the 
. 
doctrine of the Ima.mate to extremes, procla~ng 
the doctrine of 11ta1J.1m11 , or teaching above human 
. 
discussion which can be taugl1t o~y by the Imams. 
To them, the Imams are infallible and superhuman, 
and tberet.or~, they follow bli.ndly ~heir teaching 
ot ta111m. 
In general, Ismaillsm seems to be closer to 
Gnosticism than to anything else.· 'l'hey B&J' that 
Lamm.ens, .22.• ,gj.!. p. 159. 
" God 1B without attributes ot· aDJ' kind am 1s inaccessible. 
There are seven degrees ot emanation: God, Universal 
Reason, Universal Soul, Primitive Matter, Space., Time, 
World.. God created the world through 1J'n1.versal Reason 
and 'Universal Soul. 
The Ismailis seem to have built up a system arotmd 
the nwnber seven Which no doubt is derived from their 
bel:l:et in the seven Imams. It has already been 
mentioned that they believe in seven emanations. 
In addition, 1hey believe that time is divided into 
seven cycles and that each cycle corresponds to a man- , 
ifeatation of the divinity. According to them, the 
prophets are also seven in nµmber: Adam, Noah, 
Ab1"aham., Moses, Jesus, Mohammed., and the Ismailite 
Imam. These prophets are believed to be incarnations 
of the Univerrd Reason. These incarmtions were helped 
by seven helpers which, in turn, are incarnations ot the 
Universal Soul. Am9ng these helpers are Aaron tor Moses, 
Peter tor Jesus, am Ali tor MohaDlJll9d. 
This sect has. also seven degrees or ranks. The first 
degree is blind subm.1.ssion to te1lim or the secret doc-
trines o:r the Imams. The second. degree is a stabiliza-
tion which resulta in complete freedom from all 
religious obligations. Because or this step, 
the Ismailis have bean accused of being libertines 
who irdulged in gross immorality. This ohar~e has 
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never been proven, however. The third degree is a seli'-
deliverance to the authority of the Imam. The ma3ority 
l 
of the adherante or this sect never go beyo:nd this degree. 
The "Assassins" who tlour1she~ ciur1ng_ t~e tiiae o:r the 
Crusades were Neo-Isma111s which was the ·religion ot 
Sheil-ch al-Jabal, "The Old Man of the Mountain." 
'l'h1s Ismail! sub-sect got its name from the 
Arabic "Haahahashin" because the adherents were · 
addicted to narcotics, especially hashish. About 
~ 
t\fenty thousand ot them still exist 1n the mountains 
of Latald.a and a11other twenty thousand in Iran am 
.A!'ghan1stan. 'J.•heJ:1• chief' center is in India tJhere 
they are called the Khodjae or Jiaulas or ?fa.walls • . 
In India the iChodJas number 296,458 according 
2 
to the India census reports ot 1921. Besides India, 
these people can be tounl in Zanzibar arid along the east 
coast of Af'rica . In the Pun.jab a~ Bombay they are largely 
converted Hindus and are mostly el'Jgaged ,in coD1D.ercial 
occupations and stl,~l follow the -Hilldu customs. 
The Khodjas had their origin in the fifteenth 
c.entury A.D. when Ha.1131 Sa1J'id Se.dr al-Din, an 
Iamail1 preacher ,from Khorasan, aame to the 
Punja~ and presented the Isma.111 doctrines to 
the Hindus in a form that would mo.st likely appee.!I: 
Lammens, op. oit. p. 160. 
2 -
"Bhod:Jas '' , Houtsma, SP.• .!!!!.• II, 2,p. 960. 
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to their traditions. 'nlEFhave a tradition that their 
or181n was really earlier than the f'itteenth cent'Ul'7. 
Acaord.1:rJg to this tradition., the ICb.od.fas f'1rst came 
into being in the twelfth or thirteenth century A.D. . . 
t1hen llur Satagur came to preach to them. 
The community ot the IChodjaa in India and theil' 
orr-shoots in east A.frica gather around the Agha Khan 
who is their spiritual head or mnam. He is counted 
. 1 
as their forty-seventh Imam f'rOD!, Ali. 'l'he man is 
deified by the lthod.fas who say that a visit to him 
is equal to one to Mecca. Th~ Khodjas all pay theil' 
t 1.t he which is a tenth of their income to the Agha :Khan 
whoJ :tn turn., provides for the poor. 
They differ trom the orthodox Moslems chiefly in 
the:tr customs regarding marriage., divorce., and burial. 
Their mr"l!'riage customs show traces of' old Hindu 
ceremonies. No divorce is permitted unless 
sanctioned by the leader of' the community., 
who is 'IWUr~lly appointed by the .Agha Khan., 
but often elected. Thia leader usually grants 
the divorce only after the consent of' the both 
parties. The husband is not permitted to take a . . 
wife during the lifetime of the first unless the 
leader gives his pel'IDission., which he usually does 
. . 
upon the depositing of two hWldred rupees f'or the 
Lammeus • .QI?.•· .!:.!'t. p. 161. 
- · 
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maintaina:nce of the t1ra'fi wif'e. In &JV' case, it a wife 
ia divorced, she must be suppOl'ted by her former 
husband until ahe again mar1"1ea,1 Upon death, 
holy water ia usually sprinkled over the body 
with the reading ot the Das-Avatar, their holy 
book which was reputedJywritten by Haj1.f1 SaiJ'id 
Sadr al-Din. 
'l'he Iamailis have also broken up into various 
other aub-sects. In Iran and central India they adhere 
to the Haziri branch am in Egypt am Arabia they bl.ong 
to·.;the Musta 'all branch. Alao in the sixteenth cent'lll'J.' 
A.D. the Momnas broke away from the Khod.jaa be~a~~ ot 
their refusal to pay the· tithe. The Bohoras ot India 
are also derived from the Iamailis. 
The Bohoras belong to the Musta 1al1 branch of 
the Ismailia. '.l'hey claim that al-Musta 1.al1 was 
the rightful successor to ~is tather. al-Mutanser 
am not Mizar as the Khod.fas claim. This sect numbered 
about 146,255 1n 1901 ot which 118,300 resided in the 
2 . 
Bombay Presidency. As were the Khodjas, the Bohoras 
were converted by Ismaill missionaries, the first ot 
whom was named Abd Allah and came from Yemen in 445 
A.H. DUl'ing the course of thei,r history, they have 
been exposed to se:v _.e persecutions • The head ot their 
sect lived in Yemen up to the :,ear 913 A.H. The Bohoras 
"Xhod.fas" in Boutsma, .92• cit. P• 960. 
2 -
"BohOl'as" in Boutama, ,22;•~ p. 738. 
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made pilgrimages to _him paid their tithe.a., and ref'e_rred 
their disputes to him for. settlement. After this date 
·the headquarters moved to S1dhpur in Bal'oda State. 
In 966 A:~JI~. a .schism ot the Bohoraa occurred. This 
schism took pl_ace at the death of' Da 1ud b. A.fab Shah who 
was the head of' the sect at that time. Two men., Da 1ud 
b. Kutb and a oertain Su.la1mal\., olaimed to be his suc--
cessOl'. Tlle majority recognized Da!ud b. Kutb. The 
head of' this ma3ority is the Kulla whose decisions . . 
ol\ all questions is .final am who enforces discipline 
by fines and excommunication. To ~ is paid a 1'1.fth 
put of' the adherent's ~ncome as well as other dues on 
the occasion ot bil'ths., deaths, or marriages~ The head 
Kulla has a deputy in ev~ry community where -BohOl'as arJ 
represented.. 
iheir religious books are seoret.1 Onl7 a f'ew 
unimportant prayer books or this sect have ever. been 
published. '-'here.fore.,_ it ~s most dif'f'ioult to get 
&111' information about their doc.trines am rites. 
'l'he most moderate or the Sh1 1ites are the 
Zaidis who broke away from . the Shiah sect be!Jause 
they consider the f'if'th Imam of' the orthodox Sh1 1ites 
a usurper. They claim that Za1d is. the true tif'th Imam. 
The most remarkable t~ng about this is that Zaid himseli' 
was a Sunrii.2 However., he oonsidei'ed it· his privilege to 
.Ibid,. 
2-
Lammens., .21?,• ill• P ■ 155. 
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restore the rights ot the tamil.J' ot Ali by arms 11' nec-
essary. 
IDhe Zaidis are very democratic at least in theory. 
They teach that the caliph must be v.oted into office. 
Their Imamate is ot the family ot Ali, but is 1ndepel1dent 
ot the Shi~te Imaste. ·!'11 should be caliph not . because 
of his relationship to Mohammed, but because ot his 
nsuper-em1nent qual1t1es'',(Lammem), with which they •. 
. . 
endow him. But they refuse to bell.eve that either Ali 
or the other Imams were infallible. They do not believe 
in the hidden Imam and deJ11' belief in a temporary hell 
tor impenitent Moslema. Their ethics are higher than the 
orthodox Shiah ethics because they allow no temp~rary 
marriages and do not Jractice religious deception. 
'l'he Zaidis can be still found in Yemen.1 
The Nosairi or Ansari17f1 sect went the farthest along 
the road with the Sh1Jites. They carried the veneration ot 
Ali and his descendants much too tar. Some ot them 
proclaimed Ali superior to Mohammed or at least his 
equal. Some went so tar as to say that the Archangel 
Gabriel made a mistake when he delivered the words ot 
the Koran to Mohammed. They say Gabriel should have de-
livered it t~ Ali! These Nosairis curse Gabriel tor his 
blunder.2 Binally, some went a step farther and called 
Ali God. 
"Islam", Bnoyelopedia Bl'itann1ca1 op. cit. p. 710. 
2 
Lammers, .22• s.!i• p. 161. 
I 
This sect still exists•toda7 and numbers about 
300 . ., 000. The7 are located chietl7 in northenn and 
central Syria and in TUrld.sh Cilicia. They. carr-y 
on no propaganda at th~ present time and their 
1 writings show great intell~otual poverty. 
This sect 1£ a good example ot those sects 
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who have arisen in Islam and have gone so tar away 
from the precepts of Mo~d that' they can no longer 
be classed as being in the pale ot Islam. They are 
bitter enemies of the orthodox Hoslema and in their 
liturgy heap curses upon them and pray tor the 
destruction ot their power. These C\W&es are 
uttered in retaliation of the Sunni accusation 
that the Nosairis are very licentious in cozmection 
with their r~stivals., especially since they are so secret. 
For the same reason the adherents ot this sect are bitter 
·enemies of the Isma111s. 
-The religious system of the sect is a strange mixture 
of' Chr!st·ian., Moslem and pagan ele•nts. The Moslem 
elements are borrowed flm the mos.t fanatic Shi 1ite 
doctrines. Their religion is one of' mystery. Their 
belief's seem to center around a divine triad: the Idea., 
the ve1·1., and the Door (.Bab). t:he Idea is the very 
essence ot God. The Veil is the outward manifestation 
of the Idea and the Door is a kind of' Paraclete which . . 
makes easier the access to the Idea •. 
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The numerical lf8tem based on seven has been borrowed 
from the :tsmailis. The history ot the w.orld is divided 
into seven eycles by the Hoaairis. In each cycle each 
of the divine triad comes in the flesh. The last of 
the seven cycles occurred during the time ot the Hegira 
when the triad appeared as Ali, Mohammed am Salman al 
Parisi, an obscure companion of the prophet. The triad 
is inseparable, but the two latter persons are lower 
than Ali and are emanations from h1m since Ali 
created Mohammed and Mohanmed created Salman.1 
The t1"iad is denoted by the word "Ams" composed 
of the first letters or the names or the triad. 
The adherents of this sect believe in metempsychosis. 
The "milky way" is made up of the souls bf believers who 
have been transformed into stars. According to them, 
hell is the transmigration ot the souls ot men into 
the bodies of animals. They admit a kind ot a ·Fall. 
In the beginning, they say, all souls were stars enjoying 
the vision ot Ali. But pride ,ms their downf.'~11. Instead 
ot taking their joy in Ali they delighted ih their otm 
brilliance. As punishment these stars were banished 
to earth and imprisoned in hum~n bodies. 
'l'he balievers are divided into the profane and the 
G•hosen or initiated. Initiation starts at the age or 
Lamm.ens, op. cit. p. 171. 
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eighteen and lasts nine months. Wo•n are not admitted 
into the chosen class. 'l'hese people have no edifices 
ot worship but visit their shrines which cover the 
tombs ot their saints and are generally located on 
tha hilltops. The tombs are surrotmded by trees and 
are venerated. 'lhe profane: class especially worships 
these trees. 
'lhe Nosairis have both festivals and liturgy. RaDl' . 
or their festivals were adopted from the Shi 1ites. The 
greatest ot these is "Ohadir Khom'' which to the Shi 1ites 
commemorates the day when Mohammed designated A'li as his 
successO!'. or course, th:18. theme does not satisfy the 
Nosairis who say that Ali 1a the essence or divinity. 
'lhey commemorate Iterbala. A,nd what is more astonishing 
they have adopted the Christian festivals or Chl'istmas, 
New Years I Day, Epiphany or the Baptism of Jesus, Palm 
Sunday, Easter, am Pentecost. From the Eastern Church 
they have borrowed the festivals or st. Barbara, st. 
1 
John Ohl'ysostym, and st. Catherine. Incidentally, 
many Hosairis have Christian names such as Matthew, 
John, Helen and Catherine. 
Their festivals are secret and often held at night 
-to g1.14rd their secret character. These are held in 
private homes and only the initiated are permitted 
to participate. Candles, wine, fragrant plants and 
incense are used in the ceremonies. Wine is consecrated 
Lammens, .s!E.. .9.ll,. p. 173 •. 
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and drunk ceremoniously with prayers. ('rhis 1s certainly 
a strong analog to Christian Holy Communion!) In their 
catechism these words are founds "The greatest or God's 
mysteries is that of the body and blood or which Jesus 
said, 'This is rq Body and my Blood, eat and drink of 
them tor they are lite eternal.'" Their liturgical 
. language is also Christian.1 . 
The penalty tor the violation ot the secrecy or 
Nosairi beliefs and festivals is death. The Hosairi 
is permitted to conform outwardly to the predominant 
religion in his territory, a practice which they justify 
with doubtful logic. 
The Nosairis have been divided into four sects: the 
Ha.idaris, the Shams.ha, the ltllazis, and the Gha:flbis. This 
division came about over a disagreement as to what the 
external symbol of the deity was. 'lhe Shamalis said the 
they 
sun was the symbol;for this reason are called sun-
worshippers. The ltllazis said the moon was the proper 
symbol and thus are called moon-worshippers. Other dis-
agreements arose over whether these symbols were symbols 
of Ali or ot Mohammed, or of Salman. 
The Ali-Ilahi sects, closely related to the Noaairia, 
are another example or the sects which have risen in Islam 
and have gone so ~ar trom the teachings of Islam that they 
are now outside of it. Their name indicates that they are 
worshippers of the God Ali. '.\'hey call themselves Ahl-1-Baqq 
Lammers, .!m.• !ll• p. 174. 
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1 
or people of the truth. These people are scattered 
throughout Anatolia, Persia, Turkestan, and south 
Russia. They are also found in northern SJ'l'ia among 
the Kurds where 'they number about f'i.rteen thousand. In 
these places they form cozqpact groups and are in the 
habit ot hiding their identity by outwardly conforming 
to the dominant local religion. Because ot these 
different countries and nationalities in which 
they exist, they do not communicate with each other 
very often and tor this reason we tind that they have 
very 11tt1e· un1ty of doctrine or practice. They are 
divided into maey sects. All are agreed that Ali is 
divine but in a manner that is contused. They say that 
he is not God, yet is not separate from Ood.2 Their 
11 turgy seems to be unif'orm also. Most of them say 
that Ali is the only truth and that all revelations are 
from him. Be has spoken through his prophets Moses, 
Christ and Mohammed.3 
.. 
In Persia Ali does not .play as large a part in the 
lives of the people as theirn1ame Ali-Ilahi would lead one 
to believe. In this country the partisans ot this sect 
Lammens, on. cit. p. 176. 
2 ~ -
F.M. Stead, "The Ali•Ilahi Sect in Persia" in 'l'he ·Moalem 
World, XXII, 2, P• 184. 
3 
Lammen·a, .22.• cit. P• 177. 
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revere and invoke two persons, David al'ld Ben,;fflli'd!n. Some 
say D~vid ~s a servant ot Ali but others identity him 
with the David or the Old Testament and therefore buy 
and read the Psalms eagerly.1 
Ben,;famin is a more m;,sterious person than David 
among the Persian Ali-Ilahis. The people do not seem 
to know much about him and often hesitate to speak his 
name. It has been said .that the name Ben3am1n, "Son oi" 
the Right Hard.\ 11 , is merely another name for Jesus Christ 
and that the Ali-Ilahia in Persia were originally 
Christiana who at the time or the Moslem conquest 
~ere forced to change their religion. 
'!'hey, like the Noaairis, have some strangely 
Christian-like festivals. They have a three day 
fast followed by a feast, alleged to commemorate 
the days that Jesus spent in the sepulchre and His 
r,surrection. They have a ceremorl1' at which bread 
and raisins are distributed. J'a,111' ot them readily 
accept the doctrine or the deity.of Christ.2 
On the other hand, they believe in the transmigration 
ot souls and claim even that the Bible teaches the doctrine. 
'!'hey are also noted tor their tire festivals in which by 
means of music and danoing the participants work them-
selves into a frenzy and dance on gloWing coals with 
bare teet am a~so clap coals on vai•ious p~ts ot their 
Stead, on. cit. p. 184. 
2 ~ ~
Stead, .21!.. ill_. p. 185. 
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bodies w1 th their hands. The ooals are even crammed into 
their mouths and they seem to be unharmed thereby •. Their 
explanation is that they are filled with divine power. 
They make it clear, however, that only a favored few 
1 
can do this and they only at certain times. 
Their relig!ous leaders are knawn as "seyyids." 
Their ~osition is hereditary and confers much power m1:d 
honor, some of them actually being worshipped. 'l'he 
"seyyids" are the custodians ot the sacred book known 
as Sar Argam· which existo only in manuscript and is 
never given to outsiders. Ali-Ilahis exist today, 
but they have no books or printed literature in circulation. 
Many of these people hav~ marked Jewish characteristics · 
and the conjecture has been made that perhaps these are 
remnants of the ten lost tribes.2 
Prom time to time strange heresies have arisen 
among them. One of the branches of the Al1-Ilah1 cult, 
the Tauoio or Peacock sect, actually venerates ~he 
devil who is represented as a peacock. They tear 
and plac~te him, nnd in their .presence no one says 
anything disrespectful ot Satan. 
The Bahas 01• Baha'i movement is another cult tfh1ch 
branches oft i'I'om the Sh1 1ites and is no longer in the 
bounds or Islam. This seat arose when Sheikh Ahmad 
Stead, .2.2• ~- P• 137-8. 
2 
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Ahaai, a heretic Shi1ite theologian (see above) died 
and lett no suocossor as leader of the theological 
school that he founded. Mirza Ali Muhammad then 
a~oae and not only proclaimed himself the successor, 
but also the "Bab" or gate. This man was born in Shiraz., 
Persia, in 1821. He borrowed the idea of Universal 
Intelligence from the Ismailis and proclaim..eci himself 
to be one or the emanations~ the universal Intell-
igence or Allah. He claimed to be the particular eman-
ation which wao tho gate or door to the hidden Imam of 
the Sh1 11tea.1 Under thiB title he set out to refashion 
Shiah Islam~ He favored equality of the sexes, abolition 
of the veil., circumcision, and the ablutions connected 
with prayer. Ke alao desired to legalize interest on 
loans which orthodox Moslems do not b~lieve in.2 He 
was ~inally branded aa a dangerous heretic by the 
Persian govcrnment ·and was executed in July, 1850. 
There wao also a severe persecution or his followers 
a~ this time, but they showed so much steadfastness of 
rai th that many people were impressed and wore converted 
to the nev faith. 
T-10 sona of Mirza J\11 Muhalamnd wanted to succeed him. 
Bs.ha.=,Allah proclaimed himself tbe new leader, but his 
half-brother, Sub-i•-~zal was chosen the official succeasor. 




A sohism occurred and Baba-Allah won out as leader of 
the Bahas. The followers of Azal broke away and became 
known as the Azalites which number about fifty thousand 
today.1 
Bllm-Allah founded a new religion. He called the 
"Bab" hie tore-rl!nner and claimed to set forth a new 
revelation in his book, IC:ltab-1-aqdas, which is an 
imitation or the Koran.2 He preache~ a~versal lang-
uage and tribuns.1. He wanted universal peace and 
brotherhood or all men •. Monogamy iras recommended, 
but bigamy was 1Dlerated.. At one time they numbered 
almost one million in Persia but have dw1?1dled to a 
very tew.3 Many of them have turned to agnosticism 
and qthers have merged with liberal Islam. 
The oldest oon of Baba, na med Abbas, founded. a 
new -sea~;, the · Abbas-Eti'end1. He called rutmselt the 
"Son of' th(! Highest" a~ said that he was the Messiah, 
the Son of God .• 
Drusism 1s the last cult which ,.,e shall consider that 
had its origin in Mohammedanism, but can no longer be olassed 
as pa~t or that religion. Drusism 1a a development or 
' Isma.1~1 theolosy. Abou1; 100 A.n. Haldm gave b1'l'th to 
the Druaes by declaring that he was the final incar-
nation ot the divinity. ·The Druses, however, received 
this name i'l'om his disciple Daraz1 who preached that faith 
Lammens •. .2J!.• cit. P• 194. 
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,• i~ Syria ,there the_ soil was already pr~pared by the 
Iamailis. These people still ex:i.st in Syria ,-,here 
they 11umber 100,000. '!'hey are very independent 
. 
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and have been a source ot much trouble to the government 
of S"9'l'ia. 
Their beliefs all center around Hakim who disappeared 
:mysteriously. His followers r9fused to believe that he 
·died. If he did die, it tfas onl:, hfs bod.y that expired, 
and the incident was meant as n test or the faith of the 
b~lievers and was to serve to separate the hypocrites 
i'rom the faithful. They believe that the God Haldm 
will appea1, again .on earth to give the rule over to 
... 
the faithful and 'punish the mcked. No other incarnation 
is expected until then. 
The rival or Daraz1 in the early days of Drusism was 
Hamza ibn AI1. He proclaimed himself the prophet or the 
God Hakim., lfho, according to Hamza., 1s the chief of the 
five ministers who have played a part 1n the history of 
the Drusea. These five ministers are incarnations ot· the 
Universal Soul, Ul'liversal :Cntelligence, The Wo'i d, _ths 
Fore-rUl".ner and the Follower. Of himself Hamza said 
that he was the ~iversal Intelligence and to him all 
creatures owe their existence. He claimed to be the chan-
, 
nel of all supernat'Ul'al knowledge and the sole mediator 
between Hakim aid man. 
Hakim is one. He has no attributes since he 1a too 
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exalted for definition. He has a human aod a divine 
nature which 1a a great mystery that only the Druses 
can interpret. Hakim is gracious because he has 
.lowered himsel.1' to speak to men so that he could 
be worshipped in tangible form. 1 They also believe 
that the number or souls · in invariable. AccOl'ding to 
them there is a constant balance between birth and death. 
Upon death souls pass imm.diately into the body or another. 
Their ethics are ot a very low standard. They have 
borrowed the "seven" idea f'l'om the I.smailis and in 
keeping with this number have added two pillars on 
to the five pillars of' Islam. These are holy war and 
submission to authority. However, the fi~e regular pil-
lars have come to be interpreted allegorically. For exaJD-
ple, fasting ror the mpnth ot Ramadan is taken to mean a 
renunciation or all other religions. 
The first. duty of Druses·1s truthfulness. But this 
only applies to fellow Druses. With all others, not only 
religious deception, but all sorts of deception can be 
practiced. For purposes or recognition they have ali 
sorts or secret signs and passwords. They are sworn to 
help one another only. 
Lanm1en ,, op. cit. p. 166. 
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IV. The Sut1s or ~tics Sec·ts 
Or·thodox Islam is a rel1sion or externals. There 1s 
' little in the Koran or Hadith whioh touches inner :Lite and 
'-
stirs one spiritually-. It is largely- legalistic.. Sunni 
Islam does not recognize spiritual progress or moral 
ascent. People of finer sensibilities in past qes 
have round themselves cramped in 'this religion or legalistic 
externals. They ~ve received no food tor the lite ot the 
spirit. Something which intensities this situation is the 
grent"fiult' between Allah·and people. He is a monarch 
z·uling with an iron hand. The greatest attribute is 
justice, harsh justice. !i'Urthermore, the concept of 
love ,.n orthodox Islam is largely nothing more than t~ng 
To this cold externa·lism it 118.B 1nevit1ble that there 
t,rould be n reaction. Many temed toward.a mpt1c1sm in 
1 
order to bring Allah closer to his people through love. 
At first these ~ll?'sued ·their own lfflJ'S1 but later they-
tended to gather tog~ther and form gro~pa. This 
development in the second centUl'Y' was grad\Ull until 
tt-10 llrge groups emerged; one with neadquarters at Basra 
and the .other at ICuta. 2 The colony- at Basra t .ended to 
be rea.list and cr1 tical while the Kuta 00101'11' was trad• 
itiorialist and idealist in temperament. It was the latter 
T. Arrd.d and A. Guillaume., The Legac1 of Islam., P• 213. 
2 
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group tfhich gained the nae end.ency. Leaders ot this 
group sett2.ed in Baghdad lfhich atter 242 A.H. became 
the chief center ot Suf'iam. It is about this time 
also that _public meetings and lectures began to 
tnlce place· tor the purpose or spread1J'lg their 
tenets. In th1o l)eriod the first conflicts td.th 
orthodox Islam occurred. 
These COl'.f'licts were sometimes Jhysioally violent. 
Oi"ten, howeve1•, they too)$ on a more subtle natu..~. The 
orthcdox used vv.ri~us means to discourage these groups 
of mystics and e·ven. invented traditions to ·discredit 
them. The Slli'is we1•e in the habit or iearing troolen 
garmen~;s which was_ to stamp them as ascetics and from 
1·1hich they got their name "auf 11 , meaning wool. 
According to one or the invented traditions., 
Mohammed is reported as saying the.t he hate~ -woolen 
garments. Slogans were also invented to discredit the 
Sui'is. The Bu.tis w~re celibates and therefore slogans 
like., "Celibates a1"e brothers of' the devil', and, 11 '1'wo 
prostrations by a mai"?'ied man are 11orth more than 
. 'i 
seventy by a celibate" 11erc directed against them. 
Ho\·rover • such pe1•aecut1on only tended to strengthen 
tpe m;r1rtics • They were aoootics a?Jd counted persecution 
aa fitting for the true man of God. 'l'he few ascetic a.nd 
llJY'Stical elements in the· Koran gave them great encoUl"agement. 
Lammers• 91!.• ill• p. 116-7. 
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They seized upon various tex'iis to prove ·the,t they were 
following the path that Mohammed marked o~t. Some of 
the passages lire: . . 
"And wherever ye turn there is God's face." 
(Panthe1stic)1 
"God. is the light ot the heav:ens and the earth. ,,2 
"For he to whom God has given no light, he has no 
light. 113 
"He 1s the first and the last, the .outer a,:id the 
inner. 114 
They also point to the tact that Mohammed led a simple 
11.f'e, ~nd though he could have llad great ·r1ches, he did 
·not desire them. 
Other religions 'had Diu.ah ·inf'luence ·aithe beliefs 
and praotices o.f' the Sutis. The Kor.an pr~ises the 
humility of the Christian monks. (5:85) It .also praises 
monasticism. (57:27) Tliese passages coupled with t4e 
intercourse ot Moslems and C~f~tians had it~ influence. 
In tact', some Suf'is profess to walk in the footsteps ot 
Jesus and place Him above Mohammed in His role or ascetic 
~ . 
and prophet.J From Christian monks they bor rowed 









Lammens, .21!.• !.!!• p. 115. 
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of long passages. from the Koran. Gnostic and Manichean 
ideas were also borrowed. Later on Buddhist and Yog~ 
teachings such as annihilation of self ·and the passing 
of their otm human personall. ty into Allah were adopted. 
One or the early Suf'i nyatics who had great 
influence on the1~ future speculations was HallaJ. 
He said that ~he essenc~ ot God was love and that 
lovi~ God will transform the creatUl'e ~ tend to 
unite the creature into God's nature and ttill.~ Bis 
system was not pantheistic, but bl! did put the emphasis 
on a mystical union with God. He said that a saint iil 
unlon with God is superior to a prophet and that ~he 
model of God was not Mohammed, but Jesus, whom he 
deacribed aa a. deified man. Balla3•s doctrine did 
not live long, but it served ·as a basis tor future 
teachings. The century after the death ot this Suf'i 
teacher produced the tirat systeEtic and general works 
on Sui'i qqQtrine. 'lhey were drii'ting farther and farther 
away from o~thodox Islam and nearer. pantheism and 
antinomianism. Some began to despise the system 
2 or set prayers a1ld pilgrimages • Halla.1 himself 
was persecuted by the orthodox ~nd. was finally put 
to death and his "Qody burned. D'IWlng his time another 
sur1 JDYStio, following the line'!' of HallaJ., proclaimed 
himself to be Allah sinoe he was in union with him. The 
Arnold and Guillaume, .21?.• ill• p .• 216. 
2 
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death sentence was also demanded in his case, but those 
who tried him:tad Sufi sympathies ·al'ld found him guilty 
only ot "uttering a truth too 111gb tor earthly mirds. 11 
(Lammena) 
The breach between orthodoxy ·am Sut'1s would no 
dou?t have beco~ wider. and wider _· since the whole struc-
. . 
tUl'e or the two systems were at odds. Hawever, al-
Ghazzal1, a gre~t Moslem theologian stepped into 
1'111 the breach. He wa].s a convert to But'ism 
through a ~ ·t1cal experience. . He determined 
to sper.J the rest of' his lite in search of ab■ 1lute 
t1,uth. The man was oonvi:noed that tru:t.h lay with the 
Sutis. Al-Ohazza.11 was at the sama time a teacher high~ 
regarded by the ·o!Pthodox. · He took it upon h1111Belt to _· 
reconci~e ortho~ox Islam and Sufism. He succeeded in 
making orthodoxy myst1o·a11 but did not suceeed-quite 
l 
so-well in making Su.flam orthodox. 
Al-Ghazzal! taught that there were three stages 
that one had to go through. 'l'he 1'1rst was purgat!ve~ 
the second illuminative, and the third.was union with 
God. 'l'he i"irst step enabled the soul to.-cast off its 
imperfections. ··Repentance for all sins was necessary 
f'or this. He also reQommended confession, an opening 
2 
ot the conscience for the admission of all fault and guilt. 
'l'he purgative stage was necessary .tor the illumination to 
set 1n. 'l'he i -llumination had to be built up until there 
Arnold, S!,11 ll!.• P• 221. 
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was a uni.on with :the Almighty. To travel along the road 
o.f illumination the beat .food was meditation. Three 
powers of the soul are to be used in meditation: 
the memoey, intelligence am will. . Gbazzali was 
able to substa."ltiate all these teachings from the 
Koran and tradition. 
The reward of illumination 1s union or ecstasy • • 
Preparation tor ecstasy should be made by tasting, silence, 
retreat, and can be stimulated b;y music and dancing. 
Hotrever, he denied the tene~ of Hallaj that the 
personality or the mystic should be annihilated 
l 
and his soul absorbed in God. He also put forth 
,iarnings that certain phenomena in connection with 
mystic ecstasy are not an indication or piety or moral 
perfection •• He was in tho hab,it or quoting .frt>m Chris-
tia.~ sources and stated that Christianity ~ould be the 
absolute expression ot the truth if it were not the the 
doctrine ot the 'l'l'inity am its deptal or the ~rophetic 
office of. Mohammed •. 
From the eai:11est days the mystics were accustomed 
to baDdi~ togethe~. I _n time 1,hese bands assumed the form 
or brotherhoods or ·rraternities. Each or these 
fraternities had its own organization., hierarchies., 
monasteries., special dreas., rituals., and ceremonies.2 
The head of each .fraternity was called a "Sheik~ ! . 
Lammem, on. cit. p. 120. 
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Bestdee being the general head he was also in charge 
ot all admissions to the 1'ratern1t;r. Usually the 
aspirant to :membership t1ent through ·a trial _period 
or novitiate • .After this period the "mur1d", or 
aspirant, received his habit which was supposed to 
denote poverty and detaohment tor the.~orld. Some 
ot these .fl.,aternities pra~ticed the habit ot bestowing 
membership upon women also. Others of them frowned 
upon the practice. Though they had monasteries and 
thought they were detached tmn the world, there was 
no lnsistenoe on celibacy. Only the Be ::=t;ashi Suf'1s, 
many of whom are found in Albania, practiced celibacy 
. 1 
as a rule. 
The principl.e orders ot the Sutis number thirty-
two. In addition there are one hundred and fifty sub-
. . 2 
orders and fraternities. Some of these orders date 
f ror,1 the second century- arte1• the Hegira. Some of the 
principl orders Ell'e Qadiris, Shadhi lis, Badaw!e, Stat-
taris, Bektashis , and Sanusis • The headship or the 
orders usually remains within one f'amily. There is 
a great greed tor suprema~y runong them and quarrels 
or revenue a.i-e i'l'equent. This disagrees with the 
whole purpose of Suf'ism which is the cult:'-vatio~ ot 
the inner lite. 
The Sutis maintain many buildings which a1'e uaed 
Lammens, op. cit. p. 135. 
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tor meetins plaaes. In these meeti:ng places they rorm 
. liturgical aervioes called "dh1kr". In the early da;ya 
or Suf'1sm the.se liturgical ,services consisted in a 
recitation of' Koranic passages followed by meditation 
on them.· Later they degenerated and the liturgical 
services were uaed to develop purely the emotional aide 
and were made to appeal to teelings1 not to the spirit. 
M~ntal prayer 1s used in their liturgical services. 
O.ften this ·type of' prayer consists of nothing more than 
the incessant repetition of' "Allah" with the whole 
attention concentrated on that name. Thia 
repetition -is kep;up so long that often the 
participant's lips .become swollen and the tongue 
can no longer mo~e. The name remai~ · as an,· 1m:9re-ssion. . ... 
• • t - ·~. ' ' ~ . 
on th~ mind. · The concentration i:s to be c~ntinued until 
. . 
"the serisory 1rnage f'adee and the 11,-ter1a1 ·.·i ~ea ot the . . \ 
divine name ·remains· so vivid that the spirit can no 
longer depart ·from it. ··l This 1a usuall;y done 1n ohorus. 
Each fraternity ~o,seeses its own special form ot 
d~lcr. Sometimes the litura ·takes the shape ot the 
recitation C?f IDi,'Btical poems in_wh1ch God's love 1s 
extolled with language .adapted from the language of 
-.-ot1·cp etry. Music is orten added to the recitation 
. . 
or_these po~~ and then they are recited in oadenc~. 
During the reci t!ltion the partioip&nta _.1:ntay. am bend 
their bodies· and mot:l.on with their limbs. This is done 
Lamme~s, .2E.• oit. p. 132. 
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until one ot the mystics. beside himself. with ecstasy. 
begins to aho,ut and dance. l-1hen this h:lppens • the entire 
congregation joins in. 
If" tlie ecstasy is long 1n coming, other poems and 
dii"f'erent music are used. They claim that in their 
acstaay God is working in them giving them supernatural 
,H>mt·.un1cat1·ons and the revelation of great JQ"&teries. The 
orthodox Noslema often view thi.s t11>e of ex 'u.bition with 
disgust, especially when the Suf'i~ go so far as to use 
narcotioe and various stimulants ~o aid them' in 
pz•oducing ecstasy. 
Many Sufis who were more pious and more conscientious 
in obse1•ving the Sufi tenets have come to be venerated as 
saints. This bas developed everywhere among Mohammedans, 
but especially in north Africa. Worship ot these saints 
is an established practice. Among the S\?fis the tombs 
of the. saints outstrip Mecca in popularity as far as 
pilgrimages a1"e concerned. 1. The saints are called "walls" 
and are assigned higher rank than the prophets. In north 
Africa they ai•e called II marabouts • '' They are called upon 
as mediators. Suf1s believe that the saints can heal the 
sick, bring temporal and eternal htippiness, turn the tide 
of battles. bring rain, and even tha~ they govern the 
univeroe.~ Worship oi' these saints is indispensable to 
the Suf'1 because they believe that .Allah is too exalted 
Ztremer • :!?l!.. ~. p. 108. 
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to trouble himself with the petty wants of human beings. 
'l'he veneration of saints has penetrated also to 
orthodox Islam. It was al-Ghazzali who put the 
stamp of apl)l'oval on this by the authOl'ity ot I.fma'. 
Every Moslem village has its patron saint am eaoh country 
its national aaint.1 
As tar as beliefs or the Sut1s are concerned, the only 
thing that is consistent is diversity. There are two 
classes among them. One adheres to the law of Islam, . 
the other adheres to no law, yet they oall themselves 
Moslema.2 '!'hose who adhere to .the law of Islam .fustif'y 
their existence by sayi:ng that their aim is simply to 
revivify the spirit of praotioiilg religion vig~rously. 
The others go farther and say that they are tZ71ng to 
revivify,the spirit and claim all .outward thiqs telld 
to detract from the spiritual ascent, and therefore, 
orthodox Mohammedanism 1a actually harmful. Some of 
them think that they have reached .a higher level than 
MohaDDDed reached. Thus they are consistent when they 
claim that the Su.1!1 saints are higher than the prophets. 
The extreme Suf'1a, and thex-e are many, are firm believers 
in pantheism and moism. They consider themselves exempt 
from external works. Some Sut1 the0l'1sts say that instead 
ot· shunning evil practices, they· should be indulge~~in so . . 
that their vanity could become self-evident, and, in this 
zwemer, SE.. cit • p. 108. 
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way, coUld be purged from the soul lll()l'e easily am quickly. 
The Ral.allUlatiyya order professed to humiliate themselves 
and conquer their pride by indulging in excesses. Among 
the Sui'is there are complete agnostics.1 'l'hey seem ·to 
.run the whole doctrinal gamut from complete doctrinal 
inditf'erenoe to the most extreme fanaticism. 
FUrthermore, some believe that there are s~venty thousand 
veils ~eparatir,g the one Reality, Allah, from the sensual 
world. Before birth eve'J!J' soul passes through these veils 
and ·is separated from Allah by them.. The baby 1a born 
weeping because it realizes its separation from Allah.2 
God is all in all. Hothi:ng exists outside of him. 
Religion is a matter of indifference, but Islam is 
the best in this 111'e. There is no difference between 
good and evil because God is the cause of them both. Man 
has no free willJ he is entirely controlled by God. Man's 
soul is like a bird :l:n a cage. It is good to release it and 
let it fly up to God. The spiritual union of the soul with 
God is the highest good, and meditation is man's chief duty 
to God. 
The perfect mn· is perfect in f'our areas: good words., 
good deeds, good principles, and good lmowledge. He has 
f'our characteristics, which are renunciation, retirement, 
contentment,~ leisure.3 
In general it can be said that Sufism is typical mystic-
Lamm.ens, on. cit. P• 126. 
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ism as ·it fs found among all mystics who exist outside of 
the Christian church. 'l'heir God is pantheistic. their 
religion pure subjectivism. Some author.ities have 
claimed that the sect must have had its origin outside 
ot Mohammedanism because it is so contrary to the spirit 
o~ Islam. But it is a proven fact that its origin was in 
Islam. It was a ~action to externalism which went further 
and further away· from orthodoxy as it progr.essed.6 and -by 
this century it probably would have been outside the 
pale of' Islam if' it had not been tor the work of 
al,:.Ghazzali in at least partially reconciling the 
two systems. Some have gone outside the circle of 
Islam in their beliefs. but continue to exist in it. 
even though they are hated by EIJ1' ot the orthodox Sutis 
and by other sects. In some sections such as Anatolia they 
are oppressed. In other sections it is western intluenoe 
that is the chier enemy. Attempts have been made to 
unify them under one Grand Master. but these attempts 
have never been successful. 
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V. The Reform Sects 
Western influences have been in contact with Islam 
more or less tor mny years. These influences have not 
been without ef'f'ect. 'l'he Moslem. as he is broadened by 
education and as he comes into contact with true 
Christianity. very often begins to realize the 
narrowness -and deficiency of' Islam. The effects 
of' realizing these lacks have been exerted in two . . 
directions. '!'he one direction is the falling away 
- . 
from Islam into ·agnoatic1sm. The other direction has . . . 
been an effort to reform Islam. Likewise. the refol'Dl8tion 
of Islam has had two general directions. The t.irst 
direction has been to get back to original Islam. 
the Islam of' the days or Mohammed. The s ... cond general · 
direction of reformation has been ··the ef'f'ort to revise 
Islam to make it conform to modern scientific views. The 
most notable example ot the attempt to reform Islam by 
getting back to early Islam is the Wahhabi Movement. 
It can be argued as to whether this group ot reformers 
really constitute a sect or whether it is merely a 
movement. The tact remains. however. that they are 
a group set apart from orthodox Mohammedanism as it 
is today. Hot only is it set apart. but there is much 
111 feeling and even condemnation between the Wahhabi& 
and the Sutis. 
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In orthodox Mohammedanism every innovation is viewed 
with suspicion because the very nature of Mohammedanism 
is traditionalism. However. life pays no heed to the 
traditions of Islam. It goes on. To keep pace with 
lite. Islam has had to make oer_tain changes. 
Ordinarily• the author! ty 01" Ijma '• or ooncensus 
or op~nion. takes care of keeping Islam in step 
with 11.fe. It makes the :necessary changes in the 
structure of Mohammedanism. lfahhabism is a revolt 
against these changes. The _whole spirit of the sect 
is "Down with iMovations!" and "Back to customl" 
'l'he Wahhabi~ are found almost exclusively in Nejd, 
central Arabia. T.hey had 1heir beginning in th~ 
eleventh century A.H • . (.18th century A.D.) However. 
their roots and inspiration sink much deeper into the 
past.1· 'I'bn Taimiyya. a Hanbalite theologian or the 
s eventh c~nt~y A.ij., was a fanatic who objected to 
the doctrine or Ijma' and claimed that speculative 
reasoning had no place in theology. He argued that 
the only two real: ~uthorities were the Koran and the 
earli~st traditions. Ibp Taimiyya made himself' so 
obnoxious that he was finally thrown· into prison 
to silence him, a:nd there he stayed until he 1~s executed. 
The teachings or this fanatic were soon forgotten. In 
Browne. 9R.• ill• P• 87 • 
the year 1703 A.D., however, a young man., Mohammad ibn 
Abdul-wahhab by name, went from He.jd to the city of 
Medina to study. There., i:t is most likely., he came 
into contact with the works of Ibn 'l'aim11J'El. He 
became· enthusiastic about the principles of the 
old Hanbalite and.began to preach against innovations., 
especially against the pilgrimages made to the tomb of 
Mohammed in Medina., a:nd against the ceremonies performed 
t~ere., which. he saw with his own eyes. Later he settled 
in his own country., He.jd, and tried., w.-tthout success, to 
convert the Arab chieftains to his doctrims. 
About the year 17~5 tie became friends with Ibn 81.lud., 
Emir of Ne.jd. 'l'he Emir was converted., and he,in turn, 
imoosed the doctrines ot Ibn Abdul-Wahhab on the - 1 . 
people both by force and persuasion. It became 
the state religion or Me.jd and was propa~ated by 
the government. They took up arms tor the cause. 
Fir st they attaclced the holy c1 tie a of t~«: Shi' i tea., 
pillaging the rich sanctuaries ot Ba.jaf' and Kerbala. 
In 1804 they seized Mecca am Medina am ·the Wahhabia 
thus became masters of central Arabia. In these latter 
places the edifices of the tombs we~e destroyed, the 
ornate fixtures were ruined, and even the silk veils 
of the Kaab• were replaced by common cloth. Finally 
they even stopped pilgrimages to the Kaaba.2 other 
Lammers, on. cit. p. 182. 
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M slems became alarmed. 'l'he Egyptian Pasha was asked to 
aid in the subduing ot this sect. 'l'he Pasha consented. 
but accomplished the task only after twenty-five yea~s. 
Arter that time not much more was heud or the 
_Wahhabis. '!'hey Qpl1t into the northern and 
sout~ern groups. 'l'here w~s fierce fighting .. 
between the two gr~U!)s W:1til another Ibn Sa'ud• 
leader or the southern group. defeated Ibn Rashid, 
l~ader of the northern grouP,and massacred his family. 
Then Ibn Sa 1ud attacked Husain ibn Ali, Grand Sheriff of 
Mecca and king ot HeJaz, and defeated him. Ibn Sa 1ud was 
now the most powerful: sovereign in Arabia. 
He continued active 1n prosel~izi:ng. He spread the 
Wahhabi doctrines as tar as Mesopotamia, and the re-
tormiet tendencies traveled as tar as India where 
similar reform groups arose. among them the 
Salafiyya• the Ahl al-hadith, the Faraidiyya. 
Ibn Sa 1ud created the Ikhwan Brethren movement 
which is a propagating agency for the Wahba.bis. 
The Wahhabis claim to teach the p'Ul'e doctrine 
of Moham.ed and say that they adhere to the teachings 
of the old Kharijites. 'l'hey forbid all luxuries such 
as music. theatre, coffee, and the use of tobacco. 'l'hey 
say that every word of the Koran is law and that· the 
. ., 
slightest :inisinterpretation ot it is heresy. Adoration 
1 . 
or veneration of the JCaaba 1$ also forbidden. As was . . 
stated be.fore, they reject Ijma. 1 and the agreement or 
all the later interpreters. '!'hey do not believe in . 
praying to the prophets, including Mohammed, or to 
the ~a.int~, be they ~ooal or national. They vehemently 
deny that Mohammed ia now the 1nteroessor of believers. 
According to them, he ffill bt a~me the interce~sor only 
on the last day. Women are not permitted to .visit the 
graves of the dead. They allow only rou-testivala and 
the birthday of Mohammed is not one or them. '!he lmuckles 
of' -1he two hands are to be used in counting prayers instead 
or a rosary. Their ideas about God are strictly 
anthropomorphic • These ideas arise trom their 
literal interpretation of the Koran trhich describes 
Allall as sitting, standing, etc. 'l'he jihad, or holy 
war, they believe to be still binding on all believers 
or Islam. In short, their doctrine is that everything 
which was :r,.ot practiced or believed in Arabia in the daJB 
of Mohammed is heresy., and everything that was practiced 
2 
and believed in those days is still the true faith ot Islam. 
Bey, on. cit. P• 331. 
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Thia. puritanism, however, is not being upheld in 
m>dern W"\hhabism. The prohibition of drinking coff'ee, 
for instance, is no longer heeded. The smoking or 
tobacco is prohibited., but the importation or 
taxation of tobacco is not, and it is a fact 
that a main source ot Ibn Sa1ud 1s revenue comes 
from trucing :t t. 1 All 3nnovations are frowned upon, 
yet roads are built to Mecca and the king has a fleet 
of automoh1.1as. Still, the Wahhabis believe themselves 
to be a new core tor the resurrection of' Islam. They are 
preparing tor the tight of' Islam with both "sword a:nd 
apirit".2 
The Ahmadiya Movement :f,s a reform sect which-
seeks to reform Islam by revising it to conform to 
modern religious ideas. It is synoretietic in that 
it seems to make itself a basis for the union of' all 
Christians, Hindus and Mohammedans into one group. 
The objects of this sect are: a liberal Islam, believing 
. . 
that all religions are or divine origin; a united Islam, 
forgetting all sectarian ditf'erenoes not worth 
mentioning; a rational Islam., using reason freely 
in the interpretation of' the Koran; a triumphant Ie:tam, 
that will live in all nations. 3 '!'hey themselves are not 
W.F. Smalley, "'l'he Wahhabis and Ibn Sa\icl" in Moslem World, 
p. 240. 
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united, however, and instead or um.ting all Islam, 
they have created at least two more sects. 
The Ahmadiya sect was founded in the 11.neteenth 
century A.D. by Mirza Ghulam Ahmad. He was born in 
Qadian, PunJab in .1839. As a young man he was in 
the habit of discussing religion especially with 
Christian missionaries. '!'his later on had much 
effect· on his teaching.1 On March 4, 1889, he 
announced a divine revelation giving him right 
ot homage. A~ound him gathered a group of 
individuals who accepted his guidance in all 
things spiritual. Two years later he announced 
that he was the promised Messiah and the expected 
Mahdi ot the Mohammedans. li'rom then on his lite 
was o~ ot bitter controversy with both Moslema 
and Christians. K~ny times he was brought to 
·trial tor prophesying calamity on his enemies, 
~ 
some ot which were so literally fulfilled that 
there was st~ong suspicion that some ot the followers 
undertook to make certain that these prophecies were 
fulfilled. The man was clever and f orceful in 
• controversy, and he had a winning personality, 
but he did not have an honest and discriminating 
Judgment and could not be classed as a scholar in 
any field. He made such stupendous claims that many 
H.A. l'1alter, 'l'he Ahmadip Movement, p. 14. 
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thought he was insane. 
Ghulam J\lunad claimed to till both Christian and 
Jewish, as well as Islamic, eschatologlcal hopes. 
For Chr~stian consumption he declared that there 
were two streams of .di:v1ne revelation. The one 
was throug,i the Children of Israel, ot whom Moses 
was the great law-giver, and which culminated in Jesus 
Chl"ist. The other stream ot revelation was through 
the children of Ishmael, of whom Roses was law-giver 
and Ohulam Ahmad the culm1natio_n. He also declared 
that as John the Baptist came in "the spirit and 
power" or Elijah, be was comil'Jg in the "spirit 
and power" ot Jesus. 
For Hindu consumption he claimed to be the 
incarna.tioll, c:£ IC'l'ishna. Krishna and the promised 
Messiah, he said, are one am the same person, there 
being no difference between the two except in term-
inolog. His last claims were that he was the 
fulfilled hope of all religions, including the 
latter day reformer of the Zoroastrians, and the 
BUddha ot the East.1 
As tor Islam Ghulam Ahmad stated that he was 
completely 9rthodox alld that he was sent to correct 
the errors that had crept into Islam. Be claimed 
thatMohafmiled was the last ot the prophets, but that 
Walter, .2J!.. ill_. p. 51. 
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he himaeU' was a prophet, "in- and through Mohammed," in 
whose spirit he had come. He taught a spiritual and 
ethic ·code ot law rather than one ot mechanical 
obedience. He loaded each ot the five pillars 
of Islam with spiritual mean1:ag, e.g., the pilgrimage 
to Mecqa represented the last stage ot spirituality 
where the believer has cutcf't all his lower connections 
al?,d has been engrossed in divine love. Incidentally., 
he himself never made the pilgrimage to Neoca because 
of 111 health. 
As tor Jesus, Ghulam Ahmad said that He had imparted 
pure and simple teachings to his disciples but that these 
teachings were perverted. Ghulam Ahmad believed that 
Jesus was a flesh and blood person who was never 
crucified and never taken into heaven, but that 
He was buried in Sr1ngar, Kashmir., where Bis tomb 
is pointed out today. He denounced Jesus for drunkenness, 
vulgar abuse of the Jeus, cowardice., disrespect to his 
mother, f'riendlineas to women of ill-repute, and tor 
blaspheJIIY' •. Ohulam Ahmad described the doctrine ot 
the atonement as a "blood bath" which gives all 
Christians a fancied immunity from sin which leads 
them to indulge in all sorts of vices. 
The tollot-rers ot Ohulam Ahmad grew slowly. In 
1900 they ot1'1o1ally termed themselves 11Ahmadiya 11 • 
By 1913 there were greatdii sagreements which split 
81 
the sect into two parts. The first party held that 
Ahmad had _to be considered as one of the prophets 
in spite of the claim ot the Sunnis that Mohammed 
was the seal or the prophets. They further a laimed 
that all those who did not aoeept Ahmad as a 
prophe~ were unbelievers. 'l'he other party took 
the oppos1 te viev. The f'ormer became the Qadian 
party, which is active in establishing primary and 
secondary schools, in publishing much propaganda, 
and in having elaborate plans to send missionaries 
to many countries. Th(W'have also translated the Koran 
into English, which is definitely slanted to the 
Ahmadiya view. Today they hold that the Koran is 
a perfect and final code of law, that revelation 
has not stopped, but is now-a-days given through 
the righteous servants of' God, and that Mohammed 
was a man tree f'rom sin, ·pertect in all respects, 
a guide tor hwnan conduct, the mediator between God 
1 
and man. 
The other party of the Ahmadiyas call themselves 
the Anjuman-Isha1at-i-Islam ~:nd have their headquarters 
in Lahore, India. They .also maintain schools and have 
translated the ICoran. At present Mauli Muhammad Ali, 
M.A., Ll.B. seema to be the leader. The group produces 
Walter, .22; ~- p. 122. 
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some .propaganda and has one mission station in England. 
The Ahmadiyas aspire to become a universal religion. 
However, at present their number is quite small. 
Estimates have run from seventy-five thousand to 
five hundred thousand.1 Both translations or the 
Koran that the Ahmadiyas have brought forth have been 
condemned by the ulema of the Al-Azhar in Cairo. 
From the tore-goi:ng it is ev~dent that disunity in 
Islam is great. The various sect~ have exceeded all 
bounds of discretion in their doctrines. They have · 
carried orthodox teachi:ng to all .extremes. Yet, the 
chief schisms have arisen not from doctrinal differ-
ences; ·but from political disagreements. The Pan-
Islamic movermmt that is trying to make headway in 
'I.Stam, therefore has a hard and long road to travel 
in order to achieve any sort or unity. Indeed, one 
who looks into the suliject may very conceivably 
believe that it is an impossible task. 
Lammens, gp_. cl.t. , p. 188. 
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